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William E. Daley of Lewiston, al, leged driver of the motor buck
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..honrlnnerl
Danaonea nt
at Rrlffpcomb
Mgecomo Saturdav
E>aiuraa>.
April 2, in which State police found
!n ,’???
p,r^, PlLess was established [ liquor valued at $10,000, was disISe’^ibX.^&X8™ XoM charged when arraigned Tuesday beMarch 17, 1897.
) fore Judge Harold R. Smith in the
Lincoln Municipal Court on a charge
of illegal transportation of liquor.
County Attorney Hilton of Damar
—
Necessity is the only successful
iscotta nol-prossed the charge on the
— adviser.—Charles Reade.
grounds of insufficient evidence.
+
jojjn u Clifford of Lewiston, who apj peared as counsel for Daley, told the
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court his client was prepared to fur. „ , “
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„ . [ nish an alibi, and it was pointed
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GETTING READY FOR JUNE

The Harmonica Band Nearly

TrQphy

Brought
Competed For In Portland

Official List of Candidates To Be Voted For In Knox When the Grand Army and Allied Bodies Hold Theii;
Big Encampment In Rockland
County June 20

Washington, D. C.—The Republi- i
can National Convention seems likeThirty-four boys and girls, with
Henry Towle of Portland came to its business on Wednesday, but the
ly to adopt a wet plank with the ap- j eager faces, sparkling eyes and
DEMOCRAT
REPUBLICAN
proval of President Hoover, accord- laughing lips, dressed in their best
this city yesterday afternoon, and vets will remain is the city to take
ing to the opinion of Representative bibs and tuckers, and agog with exGOVERNOR
his movements were punctuated with part in the big parade which comes
GOVERNOR
Tilson of Connecticut, former House j citement, journeyed to Portland
Machias Louis J. Brann,
Lewiston very few rests. Mr. Towle, be it off at 9 a. m„ daylight time Thurs
leader and for three years thej Saturday to take part in the har- Alfred K. Ames,
Waterville known, is chief clerk of the Depart day.
Newport F. Harold Dubord,
f
President's staunchest supporter in j monica band contest at the Chamber Lewis O. Barrows,
James
B.
Perkins,
Boothbay
Harbor
Woolwich
Frank
W.
Carlton,
the House. Col. Tillson, who goes to I of Commerce rooms, sponsored by
ment
of
Maine,
G.A.R,
and
the
pur

There
will
also
be two busy nights
Rockland
Augusta Charles M. Richardson,
the convention as a delegate-at-large the State Federation of Music Clubs, Burleigh Martin,
pose of his visit at this time was to —Tuesday when the Daughters of
Portland
Paul
C.
Thurston,
Bethel
Arthur
G.
Spear,
from Connecticut, said that although , and to compete for the Noyes trophy,
confer with the Chamber of Com Union Veterans hold their annual
• REP TO CONGRESS
he is voicing the situation as it ap- the gift of Miss Julia Edwards Noyes
• REP. TO CONGRESS
merce and local patriotic organiza reception; and Wednesday when the
Arthur
L.
Hersey,
Auburn
pears to him he is not attempting to | of Portland, who for many years was John E. Nelson,
Augusta
Edward C. Moran, Jr.,
Rockland tions in regard to the Grand Army ball room of the Samoset Hotel will
be a prophet.
I president of the State organization.
STATE SENATOR
“It looks now as though the con- Heading the bevy of young folks was
STATE SENATOR
encampment which is to be held hers be thrown open for the annual camp
P'anned For Legion Auxiliary Meet- QUt by the state that R had but one
vention will approve some sort of a j Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn, director, Albert C. MeLoon,
Rockland Fred O. Bartlett,
Rockland the week of June 13.
fire and dance.
■wB
Be H<> d ,n Damar*3colla' witness to offer testimony to iden- wet plank and that the president wiil1 through whose efforts the band irom
JUDGE OF PROBATE
JUDGE OF PROBATE
May 3
! tify the driver of the car.
The visiting organizations, in ad
The Department of Maine is ex
be in accord and approval with such tne Rockland grade schools has been
Camden Elisha W. Pike,
The tr uck in question is stored in a action," said Col. Tillson. “If the I organized and instructed, with re Mclcer T. Crawford,
Rockland pected to have less than half a hun dition to the two already mentioned
Several unusual features have been Rockland garage, and its erstwhile
convention does not take such a step suits that have won the admiration
CLERK OF COURTS
CLERK OF COURTS
dred Civil War veterans in attend are the Sons of Union Veterans, the
planned by Mrs. Bertha S. Abbott • moist contents are in the Court it will be a bad thing for the paity. of all. Proud parents and friends, no
Henry H. Payson,
Rockland ance, but the importance of encamp Auxiliary to the Sons of Union Vet
Milton
M.
Griffin,
Rockland
of South Paris for the meeting of House strong room.
less happy than the children them
SHERIFF
ment week is augmented by the fact erans, the Woman's National Relief
SHERIFF
selves, provided cars and acted as
the Second District Council, Ameri
As To Salary Reductions
George
E.
Gillchrest,
Thomaston that with the Grand Army will come Corps, the Woman’s State Relief
chauffeurs,
so
the
entire
occasion
COLBY
COLLEGE
NEWS
Rockland
Luke
S.
Davis,
can Legion Auxiliary, to be held on i
“I believe we should be permitted was a joyous ene, to linger long in
Rockland
Rockland John Guistin,
Prank F. Harding,
the afternoon of Tuesday, May 3, at
some time for study before being
Irving C. MacBride,
Rockland six allied organizations, and good Corps and the Ladies of the G.A.R.
Two prize speaking exhibitions asked to approve this most import memory.
A general committee from all of
weather is expected to bring between
COUNTY
ATTORNEY
Damariscotta. For one thing, the 1 were held during the last week. The
On ai rival in Portland pictures
COUNTY ATTORNEY
700 and 800 visitors—making the the local patriotic organizations will
Rockland Ensign Otis,
Initiation team of the hostess unit I Goodwin contest, open to the men ant and decisive economy bill,” said were taken, and then on to the actual Jerome C. Burrows,
Rockland
Representative Partridge. "I am op
Camden
busiest week that Rockland has soon organize with a chairman, and
will give a demonstration in uniform and the Coburn contest, open to posed to salary reductions now, gen contest. The Rockland children wore Charles A. Perry,
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
white, all with white duck trousers,
women.
at that time the necessary sub-com
known for many a year.
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
of its work. For another, a report of
erally,
until
the
members
of
the
Herbert
N.
Brazier,
Rockport
• • • •
thtir colors of blue and gold dis
House have had opportunity for mayed effectively. As they marched Fov W. Brown,
North Haven Maynard Spear,
a new but very active Junior Aux
Thomaston Wednesday will be the big day for mittees will be appointed.
The spring issue of The Colbiana,
“I have a feeling that this is goiliary will be given by a tiny but en the literary magazine published by study.
on to the stage, the pride shown by
* The counties comprising the new Second District are Androscoggin. all of the organizations except the
“If there are to be salary reduc
Daughters of Union Veterans who I i»f? to be a very successful encampthusiastic member from Rockland.
the women students, has been pub tions now, I think the members of the adult delegation could well be Franklin, Knox, Lincoln, Kennebec, Somerset and Waldo.
understood, for the youngsters pre
f State President Bradley of Rum lished.
will have an all day session Tuesday ment,” said Mr. Towle at the com
Congress should have theirs cut as sented a splendid looking group.
♦ » ♦ •
ford will unfold plans for State con
REPRESENTATIVES TO LEGISLATURE
as well as a Wednesday forenoon pletion of his strenuous afternoon,
much
as
anyone
else.
I
am
against
The “Stein Song” was used as a
vention to be held in Houlton June
Dramatics are in full swing at the
REPUBLICAN
DEMOCRAT
session.
j And it is up to all Rockland folks
22, 23, 24, while Mrs. Abbott who is college with preparations nearly cutting the salary of any federal em “warming-up” selection followed by
ROCKLAND
a State vice president and chairman completed for the production of Ib- ploye who gets $2,000 or less,” said the required contest numbers, "Lulla
The Grand Army transacts all of to see that he ls not disappointed.
Rockland
Rockland I Joseph Dondis,
of the Council and who, by the way sai’s famous play, “A Doll's House,” the Congressman. This proposal for by," by Brahms and “Turkey in the Neil A. Fogg,
Rockland
Rockland Harold E. Coombs,
Sonnen's
arrangement. Louis A. Walker,
is being recognized as one of the best Thursday by the class in dramatic a $2,0C0 exemption, instead of tlie Straw,”
$1,000
exemption,
approved
by
the
Rockland
I Charles S. Hall,
Eight bands were entered, some of
presiding officers among Auxiliary j art. Rehearsals have aiso started
special House economy committee, them containing large children, and
members, has some important busi- . for an evening’s performance of one
ROCKPORT,
WARREN,
UNION,
WASHINGTON
ness to propose. Mrs. Millie Mat- i act plays by the same group in the has much support among New Eng practically all with experience far Arthur K. Walker,
Rockport | Herbert E. Messer,
Union
land members of Congress.
greater than the Rockland group’S.
thew, president of Damariscotta unit, near future.
Mr.
Partridge
points
out
that
so
CAMDEN, HOPE, APPLETON
Winners In School Essay Contests Announced — Mrs.
and her committees have plans well ,
....
underway for a cordial reception to
Colby College has recently pub- far the members of the House are
Camden | Everett N. Hobbs,
Hope
The contest was won by the Siiail- Inez S. Crosby,
not
even
acquainted
in
a
general
Beverage Re-elected President
the delegates from the 27 units in the ! lished a booklet composed almost
er School of Portland which had
Second District. Refreshments will entirely of photographs which illus way with what went on in the closed taken part in the contests two pre THOMASTON. SO. THOMASTON, FRIENDSHIP, CUSHING, OWL'S HEAD
Thomaston I Nelson F. Spear,
Cushing
be served during the social hour trate all the various phases of col hearings of the economy committee. vious years. It is gratifying to know Allyn W. Peabody,
Cushing | Winthrop J. Whitney,
Friendship
The annua! meeting of the Rock tion. Mr. Packard also presented
which will follow the business session. lege life. Copies may be obtained The average congressman lacks ade that it was a matter of considerable Edwin S. Vose,
quate data for expert judgment, Rep
land Garden Club in The Thorndike several copies of "Better Garden
thought
to
decide
between
the
without charge from the Registrar.
VINALHAVEN.
NO.
HAVEN.
ST.
GEORGE,
MATINICUS
ISLE
PL.
resentative Partridge thinks.
♦ * * »
A Missouri editor prefers a cow to
Shailer School and the Rockland
grill Tuesday was one of importance ing,” a complete handbook of sug
ISLE AU HAUT
• * * ♦
gestions and instructions for the
a saxophone, because in addition to I Dean Ernest C. Marriner, chair
group, and even though the local William A. Smith,
Vinalhaven | William A. Smith,
Vinalhaven and interest, presided over by Mia. home gardener, by Hany O'Brien,
making the same noise, the cow gives man of the committee on scholar- ;
Some Dental Statistics
boys and girls did not bring back the
Nina Beverage. The annual reports for the club’s disposal. Mr. Packard
milk.—St. Joseph News-Press.
j ships at Colby, has stated that April j Maine citizens pay an average oi trophy, the excellence displayed by
of the secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Lo- has shown heartening interest in the
j 30 is the closing date for applications $js a year for dentist work, while them in the contest, in view of the
MONEY IS NEEDED
A DECISION TODAY
rita Bicknell, were neara witn inter club ever since its formation, a fact
I for the $200 special scholarships \ dentists in that State treat an aver- very short time they have been playmuch appreciated by the members.
| open to Maine high school seniors : age of eight patients a day and come ing, was amazing to all. The activity
On display was a miniature hot
Knox Academy of Arts and Compromise Route May Be est. A brief resume shows that the
' who stand in the top tenth of their jn contact with 430 patients during provided stimulus and incentive for
club in its fiist year contributed $5 house from the Silsby’s Flower Shop,
the children, and it is safe to
I classes. These scholarships repre- the yeai.
Sciences Desires To Com
Accepted in Atlantic High to the Knox Arboretum, conducted a about two feet long, formed of isin
i sent the full tuition for the freshThe figures are from the commit prophesy that in next year’s con test
flower show which proved extremely glass, and carefully made. It con
plete Its Building
way Matter
I man year at Colby and are awarded tee on the costs of medical care, of Rockland will give them a still hard
successful, sponsored the planting of tained tiny pots of flowering plants,
i upon a competitive basis.
which Secretary of the Interior Wil er run for the laurels.
two living Christmas trees for the ■ such as heliotrope, begonia, ageraEditor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
Relocation
of
Highway
1
through
It
was
learned
early
in
the
after

bur is chairman, and are based on a
Girl Scouts, sponsored an essay writ- turn ana ferns. It was very attracnoon
that
a
broadcast
had
been
ar

study for the year 1929 coveting 20
A popular subscription campaign 1 Damariscotta and Waldoboro was ing contest in six divisions of the lo- , tive aud bidf fair to become popular
ranged, so at 4 p. m., the children will be waged to raise $10,000 to finish J i
i States.
cal schools, entertained the clubs of for home display.
had
an
audition
to
prepare.
At
The annual net income of dentists
Camden, Belfast, Thomaston and
It w*as voted to omit meetings In
the
Science
Building
of
the
Knox
yesterday,
but
no
action
was
taken
was found to be $4,100 and their the children had a banquet at the
ifOIL HWlt
Warren at two meetings, conducted a the month of the annual flower
AND A ROUSING GOOD TIME I gross income $6,600. Other import- Eastland, this being one of the great (State) Academy of Arts and Sci- because the State Highway Commis- tree planting demonstration, ar show, and November and December
j sion did not submit a "compromise ranged to make it possible for mau during the holiday season. Mr. and
• ant facts disclosed by the study in- est events of the day. Counting ences.
' elude the following: Only approxi children and adults there were 56
SATURDAY NIGHT
Our Legislatures (three or four) route” recommendation it was under- lers to procure small fruit trees at Mrs. R. C. Wtntworth were voted in
mately 20 per cent of the individuals at the Rockland table which had have refused us State aid for the sole stood to have agreed upon
small cost, in addition to having as honorary members.
in the States received dental service been prettily decorated by Mrs.
Owl’s Head Town Hall
With Miss Hope Greenhalgh at
Word came from the Highway speakers of unusual interest for
reason
of
an
overburdened
State
Rhama
Philbrick.
At
6
the
children
during 1929. Dentists practicing
Commission that nc decision con every meeting, among them being tlie piano Mrs. Wentworth sang "A
were
“
on
the
air,
”
and
telephone
calls
Budget.
Therefore,
we
are
com

This is in a particularly deserving , among wealthy clientele suffer a
cerning the Highway 1 route will be Mis. J. C. Peters of Bangor, Dr. A. Caution," "Dusky Sleep Song,” and
SAY IT WITH
cause.
Everybody is asked to
larger percentage of uncollectable had acquainted some Rockland folks pelled to appeal directly to the citi made until today when tits Commis H. Watson of Swift & Co.’s research "My Garden.’’
so
the
children
were
heard
by
many
lend a hand.
bills than do those whose patients
Edward D. Johnson, landscape
zens and summer residents of Maine sion meets again for its third con department, and Miss Margaret
FLOWER
are of lower financial levels. From here at home.
Ruggles of Thomaston. The treas gardener for Silsby's Flower Shop,
to subscribe and contribute the need secutive session.
GOOD MUSIC
36 to 43 per cent of the amount paid i The children taking part were. ed money to enable us to add the
urer's
report
showed
a
small
balance.
with his topic "D-velopmeut of the
During the Council meeting Forrest
MOTHER'S DAY
51‘Fr 52
dentists by patients goes to pay the Malissa Bostwick, Margaret Mc- second story and roof and finish the H. Bond in whose district Damari
Appreciation was extended to Mrs. Home Grounds" held close atten
expenses of professional practice i Bride, Marion Ludwick, Madeline building inside.
Dividing the grounds into
scotta and Waldoboro are located, Jane O’Neil for the use of The tion.
MAY 8//
such as rent, materials and salaries Philbrick, Frances Hatch, Hester
It is estimated that $10,000 will be was understood to have voiced objec Thorndike grill for eight of the 15 three sections-public area, service
Hatch.
Marian
Harvie,
Ethelyn
Harof assistants.
meetings, and to County Agent R.
....
' vey, Jeanne Palmer, Maurice Es- required for this purpose, not a large tions to the proposed “compromise C. Wentworth for courtesies and help area and private area—each was
treated comprehensively, with sug
amount when contributed by all the route.” This may have had some.
corcio,
Charles
Toner,
Jack
Huke.
Town Hall, Owl’s Head
Navigators Of The Air
Edward Storer, Richard Eilingwood, people of the State. One dollar from i thing to do with the Commission's extended to the club in its first year. gestions and ideas for formation, tne
These officers were elected: Presi planting of trees, shrubs and flowers,
SAT. NIGHT, APRIL 30 I Of the total number of licensed air George and Roland Robishaw, Ken- 10 000 individuals will turn the trick. failure to submit a recommendation, dent,
Mrs. Nina Beverage; vice presi formal and informal lines, etc. The
it
was
said.
However,
contributions
of
25
cents
to
FLOWER SHOP
j pilots
in the New England Stales j ncth Post, James Wentworth, Grant
At 8 o'clock
dent, Mrs. Grace Lawrence; secre matter of rock gardens was touched
Councilor
Barrows
said
after
the
$25
are
called
for.
Of
course,
larger
' April 1, (919), 71 were Maine pilots, Davis, William Bicknell, William
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Refreshments
meeting , "When the Damariscotta tary-treasurer, Mrs. Lorita Bicknell; upon. Mr. Johnson's handling of the
50-55
while of the total aircraft registered Cummings, Ernest Johnson, Richard donations will not be refused.
5I’lt
committee, Mrs. Mauo I subject bespeaks the excellent tralnNow the people of Maine should and Waldoboro road subject comes program
in New England (559), Maine report- Marsh, Fred Blackman, Donald
Smith, chairman, Mrs. Helena Faies
I ed 69 planes.
Cates, Fern Britto, David Curtis. know that the Knox Academy of Arts before the Council for a vote, I will and Mrs. Beulah Allen; executive mg and experience he has received
Transport pilots who had licenses Richard Spear, John Knight, Muriel and Sciences is the one and only In vote for the route to continue right board. Mrs. Jane O'Neil, chairman, from University of Maine, Massa! in Maine numbered 30, while five Baum. Dora Freeman. Naomi Rich stitution in the State devoted to the straight through both towns because Mrs. Elizabeth Otis, Mrs. Leola Wig setts State College and Little Tree
i pilots had limited commercial 11- ards, Virginia Rackliffe and Richard advancement of art and science. It I do not believe in justice to any gin, Mrs. Marietta Moody and Mrs. Farms at Framingham, Mass. An
open forum, was conducted wherein
is the State Academy, the name town it is advisable to build the road
j censes, and one a glider license. Fisher.
Martha Wood.
many helpful ideas were discussed.
around
the
town
and
as
a
result*
Knox
”
being
used,
not
because
the
! Maine aircraft registered as of April
Transportation and supervision
Mrs. Thelma Snow, chairman of
Members are asked to keep in
1, consisted of 43 licensed planes and was accomplished through the kind Academy’s home is located in Knox divert all of the traffic that passes the essay contest in the schools made
(Auspices Senior Class)
mind that the monthly meetings take
ness of Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner who County, but to honor a Revolutionary through the business districts.
26 unlicensed ones.
this
report
of
the
winners:
High
place on the fourth Tuesday at
Massachusetts led the New Eng were most enthusiastic through the general of State and National fame.
School, Frank Harding; Junior High, p. m.
The membership of the Academy
PARK
THEATRE
land States in the pieces of aircraft entire event, Mrs. Rhama Philbrick,
Thelma Whitehouse and Vernet
registered and in the number of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ludwick, Mrs. is scattered all over the State and
Morgan (tie vote); McLain, grade
includes, besides the science faculty
“The Sea Ghost,” shown Friday is six, Dorothy Frost; Grace Street,
licensed
pilots,
253
and
504,
respec\
John
O.
Stevens,
Mrs.
C.
A.
Palmer,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Mrs. George B. Davis, Mrs. P. P. of our four principal colleges, many an absorbing story of the adventures grade five, Edith Berggren; Tyler,
I tlvely.
prominent Maine artists, scientists that fall to those who sail the seven
Bicknell,
Mrs.
E.
E.
Knight,
Mr.
and
Curtain 8 o'clock—Dancing until 12
If I had to live my life again I would
grade five, Laura Sylvester; Purchase
The United States Navy conducted Mrs. Donald Oummings, Mrs. Fred and naturalists. Surely the people seas in search of wealth. This ls the Street, grade four, Beverly Bowden. have made a rule to read some poetry
of
Maine
should
take
pride
ln,
and
•
STUDENTS
35
CENTS
and
listen to some music at. least once
Cates,
Mrs.
Emma
Harvie,
Mrs.
Mar

tale
of
a
man
who,
embittered
by
a
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
a mimic war near Honolulu, while
Distinctive
mention
in
Hign a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loot
over in Europe the United States de guerite Johnson and Mrs. L. F. wish to advance the interests of such sad experience, lives on the gold he School, Mildred Sweeney, Carolyn of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
an institution.
can salvage from the sea. His wan
legates were assisting at a mimic Chase.
As soon as the building is up and derings bring him into the life of a MacAllister, Carol Gardner, Everett
Mrs. Sanborn whose untiring ef
THE SINGER’S PRELUDE
peace conference.—Life.
Frohock and Robert Allen.
finished
inside,
it
is
planned
to
hang
girl who, equally embittered, trusts
forts really accomplished the grati
* * * *
From "The Earthly Paradise.”
on
the
walls
of
the
one
big
room
of
no man. Although they both resolve
fying results thanks all parents,
or Hell I have no power to
Honorable mention: High School, Of Heaven
sing.
teachers and other friends who aided the second story, paintings by Maine to keep love out of their lives, the Walter Staples, Bernadette Snow,
I
cannot
ease
the burden of your fears.
artists.
Already
several
of
our
most
search to recover her fortune leads /elzora Look, Isabelle Choate, Mary Or make quick-coming
in the success attained.
death a little
noted artists have offered to donate to romance.
thing.
Ginn, Marion Rackliffe, Gladys Or bring again the pleasure of past years.
one of their paintings for this pur
On
the
same
program
are
five
acts
Laundering
of
curtains
is
no
longer
SOUTH HOPE, MAINE
Overlock, Merle Winslow. Ernestine Nor for my words shall ye forget your
N. W. Lermond.
of greater RKO vaudeville.
a home problem. Send them to Peo pose.
tears.
Simmons, Olive Farrell. Evelyn
Saturday
there
will
be
a
complete
ple’s Laundry. Phone 170.
49-51
Haskell and Elizabeth Clark. Junior Or hope again for aught that I can say.
OPENS
SUNDAY,
MAY
1
The
idle
singer of an empty day.
change
of
program.
I./
High: Carleton Gregory, Alberta
"The Fighting Fool,” Tim McCoy's Smith, Meredith Dondis, Mihial Leo, But rather, when aweary of your mirth.
new Western drama for Columbia, is Barbara Perry, Chailes Emery, James From full hearts still unsatisfied ye sigh.
an exceedingly deft and skillful com Hayes. Alice Kent, Geneva Hooper, And. feeling kindly unto all the earth.
every minute as lt passes by.
bination of action and romance Nathalie Waldron, Robert Hastings, Grudge
Made the more mindful that the sweet
Salads, Sandwiches, Chicken Barbecues
SATURDAY, APRIL 30
which
is
said
to
please
thrill-minded
days
die.—
Maizie Joy, John Pelithen, Jr.. Mar
NOSE DROI
1931 Willys Six Sedan
5 to 7 o’clock
audiences. McCoy is seen as a dar garet Rogers, Virginia Gray, Gladys Remember me a little then. I pjjiy.
HAVE YOUR MAY PARTIES AT THE “SWEET SHOP”
The Idle singer of an empty day.
50-52
NEW AID IN PREVENTING COLDS ing young sheriff of a frontier settle Widdecomb, Wesley Knight, Florence
Auspices Epworth League
ment in the early days of the West, Grover, Eleanor Johnson, Bernice The heavy trouble, the bewildering care
1930 Willys Six Sedan
who matches wits with a gang of Haining, Maurice McKusick, Mar That weights us down who live and earn
our bread.
METHODIST VESTRY
dangerous cattle rustlers. Seeking jorie
1930 Willys-Knight Sedan
Richardson and
William
idle verses have no power to bear;
to avenge the untimely death of his Witham. McLain: grade five, Doro- These
So
let
me sing of names remembered.
Meat Loaf
younger brother, Tim’s determination vhy Howard, Inez Bowley, Felice Because they, living not. can ne’er be
1929 Whippet Six Sedan
Salads
Baked Beans
dead.
takes him into many a perilous situa Perry, Roger Perry, Grant Davis,
Or long take their memory quite away
Cake
Coffee
tion.—adv.
Maxine Perry; grade six, Ethel From us poor singers of an empty day.
1929 Whippet Four Sedan
South Thomaston
Adults 35 Cents. Children 25 Cents
Hayes, Ralph Rawley, Clarence Dreamer of dreams, born out of my due
It's pretty hard for us to get far away from winter and cold
Grange Hall
51-lt
STRAND THEATRE
Peterson, Stuart MacAlman, Bar
time.
1928 Willys-Knight Sedan
weather, but we'll do it in a few days now. We have everything on
bara Derry, Richard Marsh and Why should I strive to set the crooked
THURSDAY,
APRIL
28
straight?
hand for the warmer weather, when it comes!
What happens when a blase young Elear.Sr Simmons. Tyler: Grade Let It suffice me that my murmuring
1928 Willys-Knight Cabri
girl who regards all men with amused five, Kenneth Carroll, Viola Wey
Music by the
rhyme
MEN’S SUMMER UNION SUITS ............................... 75c, $1-00,
olet
tolerance really falls in love herself? mouth, Raymond Harper, CharloU- Beats with light wing against the Ivory
MEN’S SHIRTS AND RUNNING PANTS ...............................37c, 50c
NIGHT HAWKS
This question is daringly and enjoy- Staples, grade four, Evelyn Bartlett, Tellinggate.
MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS ............. ,............................... $1.00, $1.50 $1.98
a tale not too Importunate
ably answered In “The Impatient Russell Richardson, Oliver Hamlin, To those who in the sleepy region stay,
Dancing from 9 to 12, Daylight
1928 Reo Flying Cloud
Youths', Boys’, Men's Sizes
MEN'S FANCY SWEATERS ............................................. $2.00, $3.00
Lulled
by
the singer of an empty day.
Maiden,"
which
will
be
seen
Saturday
Norma
Rollins.
Grace Street.
Benefit South Thomaston A. A.
MEN’S DRESS PANTS ........................................................ $3.98, $5.00
Sedan
only.
Maurice
Escorcio,
Sisko
Lehto.
50-51
MEN’S WORK PANTS ............................................. $1.25, $1.98, $2.98
Folk say. wizard to a northern kinc
Lew Ayres, one of the screen's most George Condon, Erleen Cates, Cecile At Christmas-tide such wondrous things
MEN'S PAJAMAS ............................................................... $1.00, $1.50
1928 Studebaker Com
did show.
popular
stars,
heads
the
cast
of
this
Tardiff.
Purchase
Street:
Priscilla
BOYS’ UNION SUITS ............................................................. 50c, 75c
through one window men beheld
remarkably frank picture in the role McGraw. Rosalie Harvey, William That the
mander Victoria
spring
BOYS’ SHIRTS AND RUNNING PANTS ................................... 37c
of
a
young
doctor,
and
it
is
when
Mae
Clough
and
James
Curtis.
And
through
another saw the summer
BEATING
BOYS’ BLOUSES AND SHIRTS ................................. 50c, 79c, $1.00
glow.
Clarke
meets
him
that
she
decides
As
prizes
each
of
the
six
sciioo.
1926 Paige Sedan
BOYS’ FANCY SWEATERS .................................... $1.00, $1.69, $2.00
a third the fruited vines
that she really does not know all divisions is to plant a maple tree And through
“Old Man Depression”
a-row.
BOYS’ SCHOOL PANTS .......................................... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
about men, after all. The events Afbor Day. May 6, supervised by Wliile still, unheard, but ln its wonted
This car has been run only 17,000
BOYS' PAJAMAS ..........................................................................
way.
which bring about her gradual fall Garden Club members, the planting
miles. Will sell at a bargain.
CHILDREN’S WASH SUITS ..............................59c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.75
the drear wind of that December
from her pinnacle of cynicism make to be on the school grounds. The Piped day.
of this picture one of the most enter trees are gifts from the club.
Yes, we carry the best line of Wash Suits in Rockland. If you
taining screen plays of the season.—
A display of Union garden tool, i 80 wlth thls Earthly Paradise it is.
don't believe it, come in and let us prove it to you. Prettiest things
fiom tne V&sner Parlrnrrt
K ye wU1 reacl arlghb and pardon me.
adv.
you ever saw.
tk
u 'u. v“Per Packard store at ; who strive to build a shadowy isle ot
515 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
The Highlands was viewed with la- |
bliss
Is distributing a COURTESY
The Japanese Minister in Shanghai terest. Containing all the latest Mldmost the beating of the steely sea,
632 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
SERVICE BOOK which entitles says that what Japan wants in China ideas in garden tools, the rubber | WhmVtTd ab°Ut #U hearts °‘ mea
Auburn and Willysthe owner to Special Free Services is peace. It must be the kind of peace rake recommended so highly in I Whose ravening monsters mighty men
GOOD FOOTWEAR
and Liberal Discounts.
that passeth all understanding —' Breck’s garden talks over the radio
shall slay.
ROCKLANP,
MAINE
Overland Motor Cars
51*52
Thomaston Times.
was viewed with particular atteu- ‘ Nor the P0017 s‘“Eer °f-a-ernpty-Morrta.
day'
William

THE GARDEN CLUB’S ANNUAL

MOTHER

BENEFIT DANCE

to

BENEFIT DANCE

“SILSBY’S”

MINSTREL SHOW

3

FRIDAY, APRIL 29

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP

Catching Cob

CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS, $1.00

PUBLIC SUPPER

VICKS

DANCE

AYERS

I

69c, 85c, 98c

$15.00 for 99c

NYE’S GARAGE

E. 0. Phiibrook & Son

McLain Shoe Store

WILLIS AYER |

F very-Other-Da;
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Page Two

The Courier-Gazette

WITH THE BOWLERS

CAMDEN

Rockland, Me., April 28. 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
April 26. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6102 copies.
W H. BUTLER.

Gulf Refining had only four pins
to spare in its match with the Bar
bers but they were sufficient to give
the gasmen the odd point. Leighton
had high string (118) and high total.
The summary:
Gulf Refining—Schellinger 297,
Morey. 233: Seavey, 271; Greeley.
301; Danielson, 262; total, 1364.
,
Barbers — Cavanaugh, 269; H.
Crockett, 242: Leighton, 312; Hanson,
265; Shute, 272; total 1360.
• * * •
Beaton rejoined the Burpee Furni
ture after three months' leave of
absence, and with Lucky Campbell
back in the lineup the “furnicher"
boys took four points from the Boiler
Makers. Ames had high single (112)
and Leighton and Carr tied for high
total on 289. The summary:
Burpee Furniture—Leighton, 289:
Campbell, 273: Gross, 271; Lawry,
287; Beaton, 278; total, 1398.
Boiler Makers — Simmons, 273;
Ames, 275; McKinney. 266; Shute,
274; Carr, 289; total, 1377.

George D. Thorndike who has been
visiting ,h^ sister Miss Maude M.
Thorndike is now in Concord. N. H.
Miss I. L. Babbidge, assistant post
master of Dark Harbor, has been the
guest of Miss L. F. Pendleton, Elm
street.
Comique Theatre attraction for
Thursday is Mae Clark in “Final Edi
tion;” Friday, James Cagney in
“Blonde Crazy:” also short subjects.
Mrs. Laforest Young has resumed
her duties as bookkeeper at Carle
ton French Co., after a vacation.
One of the big social events of the
season will take place this Thursday
evening when the Business Men's
Association hold their annual ladies'
night.
Entertainment and music
will be furnished by the Mount Pleas
ant Ginger Ale Orchestra of Skow
hegan. The social committee in
cludes Earl B. Belyea, Elmer E. Joye,
J. Crosby Hobbs, Horatio Stevens and
A. L. Anderson. There will be sev
eral numbers of entertainment for
those who do not wish to dance, also
tables for bridge playing. One fea
ture of the entertainment will be the
toe dancing of Miss Dorothy Larsen
of Portland.
Ralph W. Merrill has arrived for
the summer and opened his home on
High street.
An alarm from Box 27 called the
firemen to Virginia avenue where a

Be not deceived; God is net
mocked: for whatsoever a man sowelh, that shall he also reap.—Gal. 6.7.
It is quite natural that the Repub
licans should rejoice over A1 Smith’s
tremendous primary victory in Mas
sachusetts, for they believe that he
would be an easier man than Roose
velt to beat. On the other hand they
look upon it as a notable achievement
for a man who look a sporting chance
when the nomination already seemed
to be “in the bag,” to use the parlance
of the street. We confess to being
somewhat mystified as to why “The
Happy Warrior" did not cast his hat
into the ring months ago if he really
wished to be at least a deciding fac
tor in the Democratic National Con
vention. While his attitude was
problematical his very silence lost
him countless votes which might
have elected Smith delegates in other
States instead of climbing aboard the
band wagon, as was apparently the
case in Maine. It is true on the one
hand that Mr. Smith was probably
stronger in Massachusetts than he is
in any other State, for reasons not
necessary to repeat, but it is also true
that Massachusetts is the only State
in which a serious contest has been
waged for him, with his consent.
The fact that he was so decisively
beaten four years ago has of course,
militated against him, but he is prob
ably fully justified in the belief that
the up-hill fight which he then
waged entitles him to consideration,
at least, now that the conditions
have assumed a more favorable as
pect for his party. The Chicago con
vention may still be a foregone con
clusion, but it will at least be more
interesting.

» * ♦ ♦

The Federals and Texacos did a
seesaw stunt in their double header
Monday night, each capturing five
points. Philbrook was an easy win
ner on high total but French's 115
went for high single. Tire summary:
Federals—Perry. 279; Philbrook,
314; Dudley. 301; Benner, 268; Rack
liff, 271; total, 1433.
Texaco—Fogg. 267: J. McLoon, 279;
A. McLoon, 267; Gay, 303; French,
287; total, 1403.
In the second game Gay carried
off the honors for high single with
121, but the pitching of Philbrook was
the more consistent and he put three
strikes over the pan to the tune of
111, 116 and 116. The summary:
Texacos—Fogg, 264; J. McLoon,
309; A. McLoon, 303; Gay, 327;
French, 306; total, 1509.
Federals—Perry , 276: Philbrook.
343: Dudley. 292: Benner, 288; Rack
liff, 310; total, 1509.

Elmwood Farm
Products
CHICKEN

Offer New Low Prices On
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Many Foods_ _ _ _ _ _

GRAPE-NUT

A LA KING

Also we have their complete line of

Chicken in Glass. This is all clear
meat and not put up in jelly.

Remembrance

Haddock Fillets,
Halibut,
Swordfish,

lb 21c
lb 23c
lb 25c
lb 25c

ROE SHAD,

Cod Tongues,
Spawn,
Jack Shad,

for MOTHER’S DAY

Salmon,
Kippered Snacks,

lb
lb
lb
lb
can

19c
19c
19c
33c
05c

Whatever her age she has not outgrown
her love for candy or the sentiment at

tached to a gift thereof.

or $1.60 and we will mail her direct.

Clicquot Club

Mothers’ Day Boxes, $1.00, $1.50

GINGER ALE

CHISHOLM BROS.

Yesterday’s snow flurry tempo
rarily distracted our attention from
the Massachusetts election, the Lind
bergh kidnaping and the Massie
murder trial.

CONFECTIONERS

Opposite Waiting Room,

Rockland

LITHE NECK CLAMS
2 dozen 25c

Fancy Fresh Caught Large
MACKEREL

Pound, 25c

"SALADA",
tea

IM ONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

ASK FOR
S. & II. GREEN
STAMPS orGOLD BOND
STAMPS

9th Anniversary Sale
Special Items Mentioned Below for These Two Days
You Will Find These Real Values

ROAST, STEAKS,
CHOPS
Roasting Pork,

TURKISH TOWELS
Size 22x44

Chuck Roast,
lb
Boneless Pot Roast, lb
Boneless Veal Roast, lb
Rump Roast Beef, lb
Rump Roast Veal, lb
Boneless Sirloin Steak,

12c
17c
20c
18c
16c
35c

Top Round Steak,
Rump Steak,
Cubed Steak,
Native Veal Steak,
Rib Lamb Chops,
Veal Chops,
Soup Bones,
Short Veal Legs,

29c
35c
29c
35c
29c
25c
05c
07c

Colored Borders, 35c value

WITH A POUND OF TABLE SUGAR FREE

GROCERY SPECIALS

They are well worth a try

COTTON SLIPS

Golden Bantam Corn,
3 cans 25c
Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles, qt jar 35c

2 for 75c
New Goods

Last Two Days cf Sale

Never before fold at this price
tall shades|

98c each

MESH AND LACE HOSE

50c RUBBER APRONS
Large Full Size.

Special—

39c

19c

Mild Cheese,
lb
New Beets, 3 bunches
each
Cukes,
bunch
Radishes,
4 for
Grapefruit,
Texas Onions,
Calif. Oranges,
Large Oranges,

19c
25c
16c
05c
25c

3 lbs 29c
doz 23c
doz 39c

ANY OF THESE
2 Pounds, 25c
Stewing Veal
Hamburg Steak
Beef Liver
Stewing Beef
Bacon
Sausage
Stewing Lamb
Lamb’s Liver

From Contented Cows
Tall Cans
NlUV

PRUNES, 40-50 sfee

3 lbs 23c

CONGOLEUM GOLD SEAL
RUGS
Belt Quality; All Patterns; Size 9x12 Feet

$6.95
Other Sizes Accordingly

$l.C0 RUFFLED CURTAINS
For These Two Days

59c pair

FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Heavy Quality Worn in Factories

Our Special Service Weight, Full Faslroncd

SPECIAL LOT

In Marquisette and Voile

ALL SILK HOSE
56c pair

LACE CURTAINS
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50 pair

For These Two Days

$1.59 LONG CURTAINS

$1.00 pair

J. SIMONTON CO .■rareraiajajzragjifaciacfajHJaraigfZJHrajajHraraaji’ie

Pure Maple Syrup,

quart 65c
can 10c

SLICED MUSHROOMS,

Fancy Assorted Cookies,
Tomato Juice Cocktail,
Cranberry Juice Cocktail,

lb box 29c
pint bot 25c
pint bot 29c

THIS IS THE SIZE YOU HAVE ASKED FOR

Royal Baking Powder,

6 oz can 23c

BAKING POWDER

PKG. ROYAL CHOCOLATE PUDDING FREE

4 cans 25c

Rye Flour,

5 lb bag 33c

Rye Meal,

5 lb bag 27c

2 lbs 25c

Pitted Dates,

Full Size; Pink or White

Built Up Shoulders

lb

3 No. 2 cans 25c

Tomatoes,

Preserved Ginger in Syrup, 1 lb pots 49c

19c each

Lace Trimmed, French Tops or Plain wilh

lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb

39c

1 dLRdge

For last two days of our rale—

RAYON SLIPS

lb 13c

Red Label

Tomato Soup,

ONE CASE CANNON

3F.

a delicious new form.

THESE ARE EXTRA FINE QUALITY

LAST 2 DAYS OF OUR

54c pair

The Famous Food, Grape-Nuts, in

Fancy Fowl,

•-Freh from die Qard«M-

75c and $1.00 value

2for23c

JUMBO LOBSTERS

tive Stock.

FISH SPECIALS

Buy the convenient carton
of 12 FULL PINTS.

79c pair

Package

POUND

OTHER

Send us your Mother’s address and $1.10

In this sale—

12c

t

LOBSTERS
offer only Fresh Caught Na

* » ♦ ♦

OUR $1.25 “HUMMING BIRD”
HOSE

FLAKES

LOBSTERS

mous Shell Fish is lower. We

Last night Perry's Market defeated
the Berbers four points to one. with
a score of 1347 to 1307. High single
(108) was rolled by Abbott, and high
total (292) was rolled by Jameson.
These teams have completed their
league schedule.

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
S. & H. GREEN
STAMPS

A New Item

This market is offering many
sensational values on only
the best foods. They are not
limited to just special items
but are found throughout
the entire market. Step in
and see for yourself the com
plete line of Fresh Fish,
Meats, Fruits and Vege
tables.

CAMDEN BALL TONIGHT

Camden social circles are on edge
for tonight’s big event, the annual
ball of the Camden Business Men's
Association, in the Opera House. The
overture will be played at 8.15, and
quarter of an houc later the many
couples will form on for the grand
march.
Exhibition dances by Miss Dorothy
Larson, a xylophone solo by Mr.
Bronnin and a saxophone solo by
Mr. Dunbar will be incidental fea
tures. The Mt. Pleasant Serenaders
of Skowheann are to furnish music,
and the dances will run the gamut
from the modern fox trot to the good
old fashioned Lady of the Lake.

PERRY’S MARKET

Again the price of this fa

Fry and small fish from the Cam
den hatchery are being planted this
week in the waters of Knox and Lin
Ex-Warden Charles E. Linscott’s | coln Counties. Warden Ralph W.
recent address before the Rockland Biown is being assisted in the work
Lions Club in which he listed certain by John E. Doherty.
undesirables attracted statewide at- '
tention. The Bangor News offered
this editorial comment:
Every jailer and warden is familiar
with these pests, who should not I
only be "swept out," but kept out.
Most pestiferous of the lot is the
sentimental woman who brings flow
ers and dainties to the very tough
men w’ho are put away for sensational
crimes. Their visits are not inspired
by sympathy, but by a consuming
hunger for the spotlight of newspa
per publicity. About 90 percent of
our prize public nuisaifces would sub
side if the newspapers would forget
Q)e Jlvu^ty
to mention them.

The obtaining of jobs for the un
employed seems to be progressing
steadily work having been found for
609,256. The goal is a million jobs.
With this job accomplished the com
mittee might endeavor to solve the
problem of the man who is content
to be out of employment. Every
community has that species.

small shed on the George William.'
place was burned. No othed damage I
was done.
Francis G. Fitzpatrick of Bangor is
in town.
The Colby’ College Musical Clubs of
Waterville will give a concert and
dance in the Opera House next Wed
nesday night under the auspices of I
the Camden Rotary Club.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge and
all affiliated I.O.O.F. bodies observed
the 113th anniversary of Odd Fellow- !
ship Tuesday evening, at their hall.
Melvin S. Hutchins of Searsport. !
deputy master of the Grand Lodge
of Maine delivered the address. \
There were refreshments and a social
hour.

DAVIS

12 oz. can
1 LB. SODA
FREE

MACARONI OR SPAGHETTI
JQ Pound Box j^(Jc
WE HAVE FULL NEW STOCK FOR THIS SALE

BREAD AND
BUTTER
ONE LOAF REGULAR BREAD
Both
ONE POUND BEST BRAND BUTTER

SALE

THIS IS A FRIDAY SPECIAL AND WILL GO ON SALE AT 6 A. M. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO STOP THIS SALE AT ANY TIME
i

TRADE AT

PERRY’S MARKET
IT’S A GOOD PLACE TO TRADE

Fvery-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The Knox County Bowling League
closes next week.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 28—Commander Donald B. Mac
Millan
lectures
at
Congregational
Church.
April 28 — Camden — Annual ladles’
night of Business Men’s Association.
April 29—Camden—C. H. S. senior
play, "Meet Aunt Sally.”
April 29—Rockport- Entertainment by
grammar school pupils at Town hall.
April 30-May 7—National Boys’ Week.
May 2—Monthly meeting of the City
Government.

Nye's Garage is putting out an at
tractive new courtesy book.

WEATHER

Each year as April draws to a ciose
someone with a long memory re
minds ua of the heavy snowstorm
and terrific gale of April 26, 1874, 58
years ago when six vessels came
ashore in Rockland Harbor. Snow
flakes were in the air part of the day
yesteruay, but melted as they came;
noon temperature 42. Skies cleared
last night and this morning is sunny
though still cool—at 10 o'clock not
quite up to 40. Wind is northwest.

atHsMer Prices!

The county offices at the Couit
House continue on standard time,
but open and close one hour earlier.
The next membership meeting of
the Knox County Fish and Game
Association will be held in Union
May 18.

Local Smith supporters arc jubi
lant over the overwhelming primary
Victory which he w’on Tuesday in
Massachusetts.

Miss Helen Corbett suffered a fall
in her home Sunday afternoon fror’
which she sustained severe injuries
to a knee, which has confined her
The L.T.L. will meet at the Cen to her bed.
tral .Maine clubroom Saturday at 2
o'clock.
The Knox County Convention of
the W.C.T.U. will be held at the
Camden Baptist Church May 23.

Capt. Stephen H. Cady, who has
numerous friends in this city, has
been appointed acting police head in
Portland.
Charles Freeman, who was injured
recently, has sufficiently recovered to
resume work for the Bicknell Manu
facturing Co.

MR. BEACH’S SURPRISE

j

Irving Beach went to Ash
Point Tuesday to make ailangements for clearing the
premises around his cottage
And all he found was the prem1CAL
lx Z, cottage
4 4 rr <x I,hadzl burned
ises, F/XV*
for 4the
during the night, and the
smoldering ruins offered no clue
as to the cause. The property
was valued at about $1500 and
was party insured through C.
F. Joy’s agency.

|

j
,

I
j
C

The mothers of the children in
the school Harmonica Band meet
tonight at the home of Mrs. George
B. Davis, Rankin street, to discuss
further development of the band,
particularly with regard to perma
nent costuming, maintenance, etc.

Once more this store offers the novel
. . . and here is an interesting example
in which is combined quality in style,
leather and workmanship with ex
treme value. Merely one example of
a dozen inviting styles at this feature
price—

Mrs. Marianne Crockett Bullard
has been engaged as director of the
chorus choir at the Methodist Church,
having commenced her duties last
Sunday. Mrs. Bullard, who possesses
a fine contralto voice, is a musician
of experience and the church is to
be congratulated on securing her
services.

V

SATURDAY, APRIL 30
Admission 25 Cents

you've been looking for

and, look, look, at the
PRICE!

MARRIED

DIED

Black, Red, Beige and Brown

LIBBY—At Newtonville. Mpss.. April 26.

Thomas Edwin Libby of Vlnalhaven.
YATES—At Waterville. April 21. Mrs.
Emma Comery Yates, native of Waldo
boro.

M'LAIN SHOE STORE
432

NEXT TO PERRY’S MARKET

MAIN STREET

St. Bernard's Circle, Daughters of
Isabella, met Monday evening at
K. of C. hall, with Mrs. Annie Rackliffe, national organizer, or Springfield, Mass. , present.
Mrs. May
Flanagan was elected vice regent to
I succeed Miss Lucy Ball, resigned, and
.Mrs. Exxy Perry trustee for two years
j to take the place of Mrs. Flanagan.
I Mrs. Streeter Webster was named
marshal. The Circle is to be instituti cd May 16. and until that time the
charter will remain open for new
members. Applications may be ob
tained from Miss Maureen Burns,
financial secretary. The Circle now
has 35 members. Another meeting
will take place Monday evening at
8 o'clock.

J

Detachable Fur Collars . .
Capes Banded with Sil
vered American Fox . . .
Sleeves Banded with Ko
linsky . . . Becoming
Styles with Mole Collars
for Women.

DAVIS—March 29, Alonzo B. Davis, for
merly ol Union. Interment In Cam
bridge. Mass.

At the meeting of Winslow-Hol
brook Post Auxiliary Monday evdhing
these delegates were chosen for the
State convention in Houlton in June:
Mrs. Ella Hyland, Mrs. Blanche Mor
ton , Mrs. Susie Lamb, Mrs. Julia
Huntley and Mrs. Clara Kelsey; al
ternates, Mrs. Elizabeth Barton.
Mrs. Annie Alden, Mrs. Sarah GrifI fin, Mrs. Myra Watts and Mrs. Norah
Benner. As entertainment musical
readings were given by Miss Marj garet Nutt, with Miss Hazel Marshall
at the piano. Refreshments were
[ served by the hostesses, Mrs Phyllis
Norton and Mrs. Inez Flint.
Skating every night this week at
the Skating rink and Wednesday
and Saturday afternoons. Thursday
evening is the indoor carnival and
Saturday afternoon special skating
for the children 10 cents—adv.
50-51

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our friends and neighbors of Camden
and West Rockport for their many help
ful ects of ktndneps and sympathy dur
ing our recent bereavement; also for the
beautiful floral offerings, especially the
little plavmates of Camden.
Mr and Mrs Louis Robinson and family.

A complete range of sizes
—not a broken lot.

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks
to friends and neighbors for their many
kindnesses bestowed during the Illness
and death of our mother and sister; es
pecially to the friends who so kindly
offered cars for the funeral; also for the
abundance cf beautiful flowers.
Mrs. Sarah Pinkham. Mrs. Maude
Howard.
•

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere appre
ciation to neighbors and friends. War
ren Grange, Mystic Rebekah Lodge, and
Warren Lodge. I. O. O. F.. for their many
kindnesses extended us after the tire
destroyed our home April 11. Mrs.
Lewis, a member of our family circle also
thanks friends and the 8 of V. Auxiliary
for the many favors rendered her since
she lost practically all her personal ef
fects In the same Are.
Mr and Mrs. Samuel E. Norwood, Mrs.
Ella Lewis.

McCallum hosiery
In These Lovely Modern Gift Chests
These beautiful McCallum meshes will make an ideal graduation present

•

Warren.

a pair

Other Mesh Hosiery
$1.00 (full fashioned)
to $1.95
.

Don’t forget to see the
Nu-Navy by McCallum

3W Silent Glow

Special Gloves

RANGE BURNER
Why are more people buying Silent Glow Range Oil Burners than any
other make?

The pioneer is still leader.

It takes more than extravagant

claims and special sales to influence the purchases of folks who “investi

gate before they invest.”

Investigation . . . and comparison . . . arc our

Four Button . . . French Kids

allies . . . and performance our great salesman!

Full P. K.
Bulton thumb
Regular $2.98

The Patented Deflector Rings, the Exclusive Microfeed Valve, the Super
heater, the Patented Cadmium Plated Self-Cleaning Oil Feed, the Cadmi
um Plated Base and the Exclusive Oil Reservoir with the Reversflo Filter
and the Reddylite are some of the exclusive features found only on the

Chest with single open
ing with 3 pairs of
Meshes, $4.50

$2.50

Willow
Eggshell
White

Gloves like Corsets Should Be
Fitted
We guarantee our fitting

Silent Glow Range Burner.

May Day Mass Meeting

Spruce Head Community
Hall

These are the Coats

MarINTIRE - PILLSBURY — At Elkton.
Md. April 18. Roy L. Maclntire of
Peabody. Mass., and Miss Alyce M.1
Pillsbury of Beverley. Mass.
HARDIE-PHILBROOK — At Deer Isle.
April 22. James Hardie. Jr., of Bear
Island and Miss Flora Philbrook.

SEE IT IN OPERATION IN OUR SHOWROOM

There will be a Dance at

Selling

TO BUY THE

During the Rainbow Hour broad
cast from the .First Baptist Church
last night liste’ners-in were urgpd to
send birthday cards to Mrs. Abbie
Monteith of Stonington, who has
been an invalid 20 years. The cards
should reach her next Monday. The
program was dedicated to Carl Fred
rickson. who has completed his labors
here, and each member of the broad
casting group spoke through the
microphone to him.

DANCE

For Saturday

NOW IS THE TIME

The May term of Knox County
Superior Court will convene next
Tuesday, and everybody around the
Court House expects that it will b”
one of the longest sessions in late
years. «dcpending considerably, how
ever upon the findings made by the
grand jury. The term will be presid
ed over by Justice Herbert T. Powers
of Fort Fairfield, who will come to
Knox County in that capacity for the
first time.

MAY 1, 1932, 1 P. M. TEMPLE HALL
MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
SPEAKER FROM BOSTON
Admission Free
All Welcome
51’52

REAL COLD STORAGE FOR FURS—TEMPERATU RE KEPT AT 32 DEGREES—FIREPROOF BLDG.

HEAL—At Knox Hospital. Rockland.
April 21. to Mr. and Mrs. William R. P.
Heal of Camden, a son. Lionel William.

$3.95 and $5.00

“As dry as Kansas" now seems to
mean about 50 percent.—Boston
Globe.
Now whassa matter with Kansas?
—Cincinnati Enquirer.
Wall, naow. Less see! 1928 Kansas
U. S. Gov. report: Hoover, 513.672;
Smith, 193,000; surplus, 320,669.
The Followers of the Way of the Which it is a wet’s idee of 507,! Hawi
Camden Congregational Church in Haw!
D. Ryasdust
vite the Comrades of the Way to a
263 Winter street.
May party in the parish house of
their church tomorrow evening at
Rummage sale, Universalist vestry,
7.30. All who find it possible to go Saturday, doors open at 9 a. m.
Now is the time to have rugs and
are asked to notify Mrs. Rounds be Auspices Group 2. Miss Hope Green- carpets shampooed. People's Laun
fore school tomorrow morning.
halgh, chairman.—adv.
dry. Phone 170.
49-51

The monthly meeting of the Pine
Tree Outboard Association will be
held in the American Legion rooms
Camden, next Tuesday evening at
7.30 The arrangements are in the
hands of a committee comprising
Alvah L. Anderson, Donald Richards
and John Talbot. Commodore Dick,
in urging the boys to come out, hints
at business of importance to be dis
cussed.

Sort

BORN

There's much work to be done on
Monday afternoon several members
the back streets this spring. Travel of the American Legion Auxiliary
ing over them at the present time is met in the rooms to study Portugal
bad for store teeth.
under the direction of Mrs. Ann
Snow’, Fidac chairman. Papers were
Those three warm days we had last read, and Mrs. Snow’ gave a fine talk
week fooled lots of folks into fetch on “International Relations.” Tea
ing out the screens, but constituted was served.
rather a short summer.
In response to numerous inquiries
The Masonic grand bodies have here is given the Maine Central train
their annual sessions in Portland Schedule, standard time in each in
next week.
The Knox County stance. Trains depart at 7.05 a. m.,
brethren generally play an import 2 p. m„ and 4.30 p. m. Trains arrive
ant part.
at 9.35 a. m., 1.45 p. m. and 8.50 p. m.
The Sunday train arrives at 9.30 a. m.
L. A. Walker, local agent for the and departs at 2.10 p. m.
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance
Company, gave a talk on “Thrift" be
A well known Rockland truckman
fore the students of the Commercial who is Fostering the nomination cf
College yesterday. It embodied valu one of the gubernatorial candidates,
able ideas of thrift and economy.
appeared on the street last night
soliciting signatures to a primary
Joe Packard, formerly with the petition. The fact that the lists had
Rockland Band, and now with already been closed a week was
Chandler's Troubadours, will sing broken to him gently. Fellow mem
Mrs. Blanche Heald Ellsworth's bers cf the Barrel Club are trying
Maine song, “When Summer Comes to suppress the story.
To Maine Again" Friday evening at
7 o'clock over WLBZ.
“AS DRY AS KANSAS"

The Eastern Steamship Lines re
ported a showing last year as grati
fying and largely attributable to the
competent and loval efforts of execu'tives and employees, at the annua!
meeting. Revenue fell off $1,774,409.94
from the preceding year, but the net
profit for 1931 was $628,551.60 com
pared with $971,817.09 in 1930, the re
ports shewed.

The 128th annual meeting of the
Lincoln Baptist Association will be
held at the Ridge Baptist Church in
Martinsville one week from today.
An address will be delivered by Rev.
Herbert C. Long, who has been a
missionary in charge of the BengalOrissa station the past 17 years, and
where his Bible school is the only
one of its kind hi all Bengal.

The story of the telephone, almost
as romantic as a novel, was briefly
outlined before the Lions' Club yes
terday by T. C. Stone, manager of
the Rockland-Belfast district. He
showed one reel of motion pictures
visualizing the first phone and pub
lic belief that it would never be a
success. Today there are 28.000,000
Bell telephones in 21 countries and
tiiose in our own country are con
nected with nearly every phone in
the world. In Manager Stone’s dis
trict alone there are 6000 phones.
Statistics show that there are five
telephone calls to every three letters
handled by the postofflee depart
ment, showing that "the spoken
word" is in the majority. Manager
Stone devoted a considerable portion
of his talk to the teletypewriter by
means of which a message typed in
America is reproduced on the tele
typewriter in England. Lions learned
with pleasure that Past President
Ralph E. Nutt has been able to re
turn home after 15 weeks’ stay at
Knox Hospital as the result of an
iceboat accident. An attendance
contest is to be waged between the
entertainment committees for May
and June, the loser to put on an en
tertainment of its own.

A particularly deserving benefit
dance will be held Saturday night at
Owl's Head town hall with the regu
lar orchestra.

|
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As Rockland’s largest distributors of Oil Pleating Equipment we offer MAINE, FLORENCE and RADIO
SUNSHINE RANGE BURNERS at Lowest Prices.

Stoves.

Also 9 inch, 10 inch, 12 inch Burners for Parlor

Quaker Heaters and Hot Water Tanks of all kinds and sizes.

This is the time to equip your sum

mer camps and to order your NU-WAY POV'ER BURNER for fall installation.

Ask for our Super

NEW PORCH CLOTH and
DRAPERY MATERIAL
Gay Stripes, Smart Embroidery on Neu tral Cloth, Nursery Chintz, Monk’s Cloth

with woven stripes of yellow, orange and black.

Range and Fuel Oils for economy and efficiency at all times.

•

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE 492 MAIN ST. PHONE 260-W

Benefit Spruce Head Baseball
Team

CHISHOLM BLOCK

ROCKLAND

See These Smart Things On Our Third Floor

and priced so low . . . .

39c to 98c per yard
^SENTER CRANE COMPANY

a

SAFETY WAS THE KEYWORD
Local Cement Officials Have a Prominent Part In the Big
Gathering At Albany, N. Y.—Mgr. Sonntag Presides
Each year the Portland Cement times, he is bound to set a poor ex
Association conducts regional safety ample for those under him. Execu
tive co-operation is the beginning
meetings throughout the United of any safety program. It is the or
States for the cement mills of the ganizing factor as any good foreman
various districts. Continuing its or department head will always fall
plan of intensive accident prevention in line with what his executive ap
programs, the Association conducted proves of.
A workman i? paid by the company,
another of its successful regional which also furnishes the tools and
meetings at Albany, N. ¥., for the
mills of New York, Eastern Canada
and Maine, April 12. The meeting •
was held in the DeWitt Clinton Hotel,
one of Albany's newer hotels. There
was a total registration of 72 dele-1
gates and guests.
Of the 12 cement mills in this dis
trict, three of which are Canadian
mills, 10 were represented. Dele- |
gates were sent by their companies !
from the following: Canadian—Can- I
ada Cement Co., Montreal: Canada
Cement Co., Hull, Quebec; New York
State—Glens Palls Portland Cement
Company, Glens Falls; Alpha Port
land Cement Co., Catskill, N. Y.;
Lone Star Cement Co., Hudson, N.
Y.; North American Cement Co.,
Howes Cave; North American Ce
ment Co., Catskill; Pennsylvania— ,
Dixie Cement Corp., Portland Point,
New York; Universal Atlas Cement
Co., Hudson; and Lawrence Portland riant Manager Carl H. Sonntag,

Cement Company, Thomaston, Maine.
Delegates from the Lawrence Port
land Cement Company's plant in
Thcmaston, were C. H. Sonntag,
plant manager, who acted as general
chairman of the meeting, J. M.
Pomeroy, chief electrician; J. G.
Thompson, chief chemist, and O. E.
Wishman, safety engineer, who act- '
ed as secretary of the meeting.
Mr. Sonntag called the session to
order, remarking: “Our meeting to
day marks another year of earnest 1
effort in safety practice in the mills
with which we are associated. I want
to say a word in appreciation of the
work of our first safety engineer, H.
G. Jacobson. We know the terrific
uphill fight that he had in putting
over to the cement industry even the
idea of safe practice, let alone the
spending of money on it. Whatever
success has crowned our efforts in
this way has been founded on the
pioneer and often thankless and dis- :
couraging work of this man.”
• « * ■

Every-Other-Da?
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Who Presided Over This Highly
Important Meeting

| ginning, let us get well in mind that
first aid is only first aid; all other
treatment is what is known as "subI sequent” treatment and includes the
j type which should be done toy a
■ trained attendant, nurse or physician
“A short time ago one of our members engaged in a discussion on first
; aid and in one of his letters were the
following remarks:
“The real cause of my writing is
because there are hundreds and thou
sands of people who use an antisep
tic and a sterile bandage and think
that they have warded off all pos
sibility of infection. I have had em
ployees come to me with infected in
juries several days old and when I
told them they had neglected the in-

S’

AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
80 Maiden Lane, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1831
Uric Acid Poison Starts To Leave Stocks and Bonds ............... 811.598.172 00
Cnsh ln Office and Bank ...... 586,784 20
Bodv In 24 Hours
Age..,s' Balances ................... 848.114'00
Bills Receivable .......................
11.803 28
’
48.651 52
■ ai; Pain, Agony and Inflammation Interest and Rents ...............

Rheumatism

!

IMPERIAL ASSURANCE CO.
New York, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Stocks and Bonds .................. $3,591,020
Cash ln Office and Bank .... 271.122
Agents' Balances .................. 201,731
Interest and Rents ...............
43.756
All other Assets ....................
1.329

Oross Assets .......................$13,093,565 00
Deduct Items not admitted ....
63.172 10

Gone In 48 Hours

50
20
01
41
95

Oross Assets .......................$4.'08,960 07
Deduct Items not admitted .... 77,098 29

Admitted
.....
$4,031,861 IS
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Admitted ........................... $13,030,392 90
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $119,800 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Unearned Premiums ............. 1,235.800 98
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $689,533 13 All other Liabilities ............... 995.149 17
Unea-ned Premiums ............... 4 810 556 64 Cash Capital ......................... 1,000.000 00
All other Liabilities .............. 2.040.227 00 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 681,111 63
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
4.510076 13 Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,031,831 78
Total Liabilities and Sur13.030.392 90 THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
plus
.............
1600 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
OF AMERICA
Stocks and Bonds ............... $8,042,477 75
jo rrls and tissues those excess uric
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
j
Cash
in
Office
and Bank
737.565 67
a.ii deposits which cause agony of Mortgage Loans .............. .... $1 451.500
Agents’ Balances .................... 596.005 61
■a nd and I ody.
......
20.209.542
Bills
Receivable
................
....
8.851 26
Stocks and Bonds ............
in Office and Bank ...... 1.243 932
Interest and Rents ...............
61.331 97
Wi.at a Joy to knew that never ' Cash
All other Assets ......................
4.576 07
Agents’ Balances ............ ..... 2.398.075
again need you sit up all night suffer i
and Rents ........ ......
88.232
97.516
Gross Assets ........................$9,450,808 33
ing nr:ibis
unat a blessing to All other Assets ............... ......
Deduct Items not admitted .... 173.191 03
knot: you can conquer this insidious
Gross Assets ................ $25 498.799
affliction without harmful drugs, opi- Deduct Items not admitted .... 4.458.792 79
Admltted
............................$9,277,617 30
at.s or brain- numbing tablets wnich |
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Admitted .......................... $21,040,006 36
relieve erlv for a «iiort time.
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $601,160 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned Premiums ............. 2.999,002 38
A large 8 oz. bottle of Allenru costs
All other Liabilities ............. 1.723.524 08
Net
Unoild
Losses
...................
900.140
00
bu. 85.'. And David L McCarty and |
$'480 982 40 Cash
Capital ........................... 1.000.000 00
prominent druggists ali over the U All other Liabilities ............... 5.289 113 09 Surplus over all Liabilities 2,953,930 84
S. say, “if one bo'tle of Allenru Cash Capital ......................... 4 000 000 00
doesn’t end your pain more quickly— Surplus over all Liabilities... 2,279,170 87 Total Liabilities and Surplus $9,277,617 30
if it doesn't givs mors lasting results Total Liabilities and Surthan any other treatment—we’ll gladplus ................................$21.040.006 36

Make up ycur mind that unless you
treat Rheumatism, Neuritis. Neural
gia or Sciatica in the RIGHT way—
you'll periodically suffer the rest of
ycur life!
'I .it superb ingredients of the Alienru prescription are favorably
i. ■ wn and its marvelous pain-ending
prw.r banishes all discomfort. It's
timpounded to dine out of muscles,

ly return veur money.”

I

Dorchester mutual

firf, insur-

ANCE COMPANY
Boston, Massachusetts
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
$152 300
i special consideration, because of tli*
25*5.836
114 890
un j. ual conditions accompanying Cash In Office and Bank
Vents' Balances ............
22.731
i them.
Bills Receivable ................
1.870
"in both types of these wounds, th? Interest end Rents ........
2.378

Allenru for 48 hours- then back on
i the jcb again.
___________ I

J. G. Thompson, Chief Chemist of
the Thomaston Mill

injury usually occurs on the palm
side of the lingers or in the palm of
the hand. The tissues here are very
elastic and whenever a punctur?

17
59 1
53
29

PAY

■ Total Liabilities and

80
77
14
06

$551,004 77

EQUITABLE 'IRE & MARINE INBUR- ;
ANCE COMPANY
Providence, R. I.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Mortgage Loans ....................
$2 000 00 ’
Stocks and Bonds ................. 5.392.712 00 ’
Cash In Office and Bank ..... 827.391 39.
Agents’ Balances ................... 398.000 43 1
i Interest und Rents
.........
51.883 30 i
All other Assets ..
.........
11 405 9!
Oross Assets ........................$6,683 933 03
Deduct Items not admitted ....
91.229 27

Total Liabilities and Surplus $5.592.763 76
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
London, England
United States Branch 95 Maiden Lane,
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stobks and Bonds ............... $4 540.503 03
Cash tn Office and Bank ...... 104 385 29
Agents’ Balances
499.311 17
Bills Receivable .....
618 57
Interest and Rents
38.160 60
All other Assets ......
3.770 17

_________

Admitted
............. .... ....... $51,068,680 47
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses .................$2,230,353 11
Unearned Premiums ..............17,143.312 26
i All other Liabilities ............. 5.328.064 43
Cash Capital ............................16,300.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities ....10,066.950 67

FOR ANY LOSS THAT

YOU

Gross Assets .................... $52,810,699 58
Deduct items not admitted.... 1,742,019 11

I

77

Admitted Assets ............. $6,592,763 7f
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1931
“Our conclusion then, is that the
solution of this problem lies in pro Net Unpaid Losses ................. $158 864 88
Premiums ............. 1.318 954 28
viding adequate surgical attention for Unearned
All other Liabilities .............. 675 102 01
these tvpes of wounds, not depending Cash Capital ............................ 1 000.000 00
upon first aid procedures, which have Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3.439.842 59

failed quite definitely in the past.
"There is no substitute for good
surgical supervision in the control
and prevention of infectious. This is
because the surgeon understands the
natural defenses of the body and also
can recognize early when these de
An Organization Must Have Co-op fenses are becoming weaker; he also
eration In Order To Succeed, O. E. knows the procedures which should
Wishman, Safety Engineer at be adopted and instituted without de

US

LET

.

$551,004 77
Admitted
............. ........
LIABILITIES DEC

$551,004
1931
$10,620
193 926
by seme sharp instrument or piece ol All other Liabilities
5.977
wc.id. the tendency is for the wound ; Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 340.480

to e'ese immediately. Under ordinary conditions, the mere putting on
of antisc-ptics to this type of wound
wiii not take care of it properly. It
shcuid be surgically treated, opened,
given a thorough cleaning ^-ith some
antiseptic, and cartfully supervised
frcm day to day uni.il it is entirely
healed. Because of the tendency to
,
clcse, infection is sealed into
wound and there are several types of
bacteria which thrive under such
conditions.

00

.ETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
GREAT AMERICAN INDEMNITY CO.
Accident and Liability Department a
New York, N. Y.
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds .................$8,199,025 67
$680,378 05
Cash ln Office and Bank...... 467.154 29 Real Estate ..........................
Agents’ Balances ................ —1,451.180 49 Mortgage Loans .................. 3,061,409 82
'Stocks
and
Bonds
(Mar

Interest and Rents ...............
54,253 85
ket Value) .......................... 32,135,210 51
All other Assets ..................... 399,759 64
Cash In Office and Bank .... 1.173.994 01
6.308.441 71
Gross Assets ...................... $10,571,378 94I *«Ents' Balances ....
139.939 16
Deduct Items not admitted .... 942.304 57 . Bills Receivable ...
479,245 71
_______ _ __ I Interest and Rents
342.288 SO
A. * L. Dept.
Admitted ............................. $9,629,075 37 ;
All other Assets, Life Dept. 395.733.822 39
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................ $4,154,281 00
Oross Assets ..................... $440,054,730 16
Unearned Premiums ............ 2.929.111 88 Deduct Items not admitted 2.105.655 81
All other Liabilities ............... 477,000 00 ;
-----------------Cash Capital ............................ 1 250'99? °S ! Admitted
........................ $437,949,074 35
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 818,682 49
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Total Liabilities and Surplus $9,629,075 37 Net Unpaid Losses ............. $18,953,109 14
—— j Unearned Premiums .......... 11,460.387 49
500.000 00 f
CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL EIRE INSUR Depreciation Reserve ........
I Security Depreciation Re
ANCE COMPANY
serve ...................................
199,694 30
Andover, Massachusetts
A. 6c L. Dept..............
1,917.753 62
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
All other Liabilities, Lite
Real Estate . ...........................
$300 00
Dept..................................... 375,842,748 24
Mortgage Loans ...................... 107.692 46 Cash Capital ...................... 15.000.000 00
Stocks and Bonds .................. 267,45148 Surplus over all Liabilities 14,075.380 94
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 107 306 10 |
Agents' Balances ....................
39.525 94 Total Liabilities and SurInterest and Rents ..................
2.524 S3 \ plus ................................... $437,949,074 35
All other Assets .................. —
50 00
. gtocks and Bonds have been valued
on the basis adopted by the National
Oross Assets ....... . .................. $524,aso 63 i Convention of Insurance CommlsslonDeduct Items not admitted ...
97.336 93 ers.
t Deduction from 8urplus to adjust
Admitted
................. -.......... 427.453 70 security holding to true value December
31. 1931 ln accordance with formula of
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $12,502 99 Connecticut Insurance Department.
Unearned Premiums ............. 275.650 03
GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
All other Liabilities .............
8.909 55 j
of New York
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 130,331 13 j The securities ln this statement have
been exveuueu
extended at values
values appiuveu
approved uy
by mo.
the
_
, Ti ......
. c
...
t.4Q7AM <jn oecw
Total Liabilities and Surp.us $427,453 70 Natlonal Convention of Insurance Com-1
I mlssloners.
*
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Stocks and Bonds .................... $48 328.830 79
Cash in Office and Bank .... 945,795 79
Agents' Balances ..... -............. 3.010 330 92
Bills Receivable ...................... 108.963 79
Interest and Rents ................. 266,629 15
All other Assets ...................... 150,149 14

i

MAY HAVE
;
;

Inquire NOW before it is too LATE
Dependable Information Gladly Given On
Any Insurance Problem

ARTHUR L ORNE, he.
THE AGENCY OF SERVICE

TEL. 819

ROCKLAND

417 MAIN ST.

'
i

Total Liabilities and Sur3
plus
.................................... $51,068,080 4f
p*u
NATIONAL SURETY COMPANY
(
New York, New York
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Real Estate ............................ $334,326 32
Mortgage Loans ...................... 442.350 88
Collateral Loans
............... 2,735,046 60
Stocks and Bonds ............... 34,847,454 27
Cash ln Office andBank ........ 825.274 43
Agents' Balances .................... 3.565.381 44
Interest and Rents ............... 238.790 93
All other Assets .................... 3.809,256 51
Gross Assets ...................... $46,797,887 41
Deduct Items not admitted .... 4.728.626 31

Admitted
......................... $42,069,261 10
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Net Unpaid Losses .................$5,658,227 73
i Unearned Premiums ..............10.552,643 72.
All other Liabilities ................ 2.169.135 72',
Cash Capital ............................15.000.000 00’
i Surplus over all Liabilities.... 8.689.253 93
Total Liabilities and Sur$42 069.261 10
plus
THE PALATINE INSURANCE CO., LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
' Stocks and Bonds . ............... $3,509,274 34
1 Cash ln Office andBank ........ 237,379 55
Agents' Balances
............... 216.105 53
Bids Receivable ......................
1,759 66
Interest and Rents ...............
38.201 00
i AU other Assets ....................
11.723 58
(

Stanley Owens, safety engineer of
the Portland Cement Association, re John M. Pomeroy, Who Told
viewed the safety record for 1931,
Gross Atsets ........................$4,014,443 66
Elictric.il Accidents May Be
Deduct Items not admitted .... 618.642 44
stating that 42 mills completed the
vented
Thomaston Told the Meeting
lay.
calendar year without a lost time ac
Admitted ........................... $3,395,801 22
“This may seem expensive and
cident, but only 36 qualified for the--------------------------------------------------LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Gross Assets ........................ $5,186,753 83
temporarily
it
calls
for
a
greater
out

THE
A1TNA
CASUALTY
AND
SURETY
i
award, as six of them did not operate ’ materials, but he works for his fore- jury, they looked up in surprise and
THE AUTOMOBILE INS. CO. OF
Deduct Items not admitted
361.381 24
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $198,402 00
COMPANY
lay
of
money;
this
expense,
however,
over a period of six months, grinding man; therefore his loyalty and in affirmed that it had been given good
HARTFORD, CONN.
Unearned Premiums ............. 1,715,437 75
Hartford, Connecticut
Admitted .......... . ................. $4,825 372 59
All other Liabilities .... .........
88.575 30
clinker or burning rock. He men- I terest
be in proportion to the de- ‘first aid.’
I am surely convinced is not comparable to the tremendous
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ASSETS
DEC.
31,
1931
Statutory
Dei
Deposit
........ .......... 400.000 00
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31.
1931
tioned the fact that two distinguished gre? to wl.ich the foreman can in that a lot cf infection results from an , of.ount o, lost-time aad money inReal Estate ......................... $208 700 00 -Surplus over all Liabilities .... 093.386 17
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $394 452 94 Real Estate ............................. $66,700 00 Mortgage
guests had been invited to attend this fluence his attitude. Hence the fore impress:on on the part of innumer- v°lyed after infection has taken a Unearned
Loans ....................1.039.$0fb41 j
2
43.700 00
Premiums ............. 2.732.143 48 Mortgage Loans _ ................
Total Liabilities and Surplus $3,395,801 22
Stocks and Bonds (Book
meeting, Mr. Clinton of the Metro man occupies a strategic position in able people that first aid mean.: only definite hold.
All other Liabilities ............. 126.731 22 Stocks and Bonds, Book
•
Bonds
and Stocks are valued at the
_____
,,
_
.
___
]
Value)
................
.....
,
..........
27.509.669
64
“Allow your doctor to ohoose the Surplus over al! Liabilities.... 1.572 034 95 I Value .................................... 18.172.752 24
politan Life Insurance Company, and the industrial organization. Much cne application of an antiseptic and
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 1 003 8?3 77 prices of the 31st December 1931. On
j antiseptics which will be used in your
W. J. Brennan, safety engineer of depends upon him in securing and one bandage.
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank
1.070.345
15
Agents'
Balances
....................
3.721.128
56:
the
basis
of the values authorized by
“Our correspondent has also em- dispensaries and first aid kits, for Total Llablllt'es and Surplus $4 825.372 59 Agents* Balances .................. 2,338.299 46 Bills Receivable, and SusI the Natlonal Convention of Insurance
the Department of Labor and Indus maintaining amicable industrial rela
pense
........................ . ........
22 637 6! Commissioners the Surplus over all
try of Maine. Mr. Clinton is making tions. which are very often vital fac phauxed the fact that ir. first aid these men understand the limitations PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON INSUR Bills Receivable ...................... 11.250 93 Interest
and Rents ................. 257.981 17 j Liabilities would be $1,682,833.67.
Interest and Rents ............... 107.623 22
ANCE COMPANY
a survey of the entire industry in its tors in securing maximum produc lectures which have been given to a and advantages which all antiseptics
All
other
Assets
......................
684,963
90
All
other
Assets
......................
512.777
81: NEW yORK UNDERWRITERS INS. CO.
Providence, Rhode Island
countless number of employees over possess.
accident prevention work, as his com tion at a minimum cost.
109 William Street, New York
ASSETS
DEC.
31,
1931
"The
value
of
first
aid
procedures
Gross
Assets
......
..............
$34,231,412.75:
Gross
Assets
.................
.....$22,495,639
90
Tho fundamental factors with the entire country, there has been re
pany feels that its achievement is
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Deduct Items not admitted 1,635.401 39
Real
Estate
..............................
$109,000
00
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
....
1.785,199
34
has
been
proved;
such
procedures,
one worthy of careful study. Mr. which the foremen deal are men, ma peated many times that ‘first aid’ is
Mortgage Loans ...................... $50,000 00
Stocks and Bonds ...................15.630 032 00
however,
have
a
greater
value
when
•Admitted ..........................$32 596.011 36 Stocks and Bonds ... . ............. 5.374,851 19
Owens told of the interesting experi terial and equipment. Therefore, only for the comfort and protection
Admitted ........................... $20,710,440 06
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 578 581 91
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 943.007 32
„
I
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
ence of unloading from a truck and their co-operation in a safety pro- of the injured until a trained attrnd- it is realized that there are limita Agents' Balances ................... 893.103 67
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Bills
Receivable
......
..........
Unpald
..... ........... ,7371.486 „ Agents' Balances .......... .......... 1.136,744 04
tions
to
the
possibility
of
their
pre

moving through the lobby to its base g;am is of as much importance as ant or physician is available. Any
Interest and Rents ------ ---50.2S0 69
Interest and Rents ............
ii mi Sv Net Unpaid Losses ................ $1,768,577 47 Unearned Premiums .............. 10.238.737 96
where it was set up for exhibiting, a that of the executive. If the co-op such emphasis appears to indicate a venting infection.
All other Assets .................
59.532 02
ii.O-l
____ ______ ,
e: oo<7 QCC QD
’O
Premiums ............. 5,287,955
82 TCnoblol
TSpecial Dncnrt
Reserve
..................... 11=,!
2 151,446 *13
33 All other Assets ......................
Unearned
“Finally, it is a settled fact that in
trophy for the Mid-West meeting at eration of the manager and his tore- desire on the part of the physician to
Depreciation ReAll other Liabilities ............... 2 318.818 94
♦Security
Gross
Assets
........................
$7,614,385
26
Gross
Assets
.....................
$17,257,743
34
---------------Cash
capital ............................. 3.000.000 00 Deduct Items not admitted ..
Sherman Hotel, Chicago. This work men can be obtained, the workmen promote his business. Although this fections can be prevented and con- Deduct items not admitted .. . 46,974 29 serve ...................................... 1.510,883
63
190.185 25
All other Liabilities ............... 650.538 47 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 7,515521 09
started at 1 a. m. and the trophy was are bound to be convinced that it is is apparently true, such is not tbe trolled. when the problem is attacked
Reserve ............. 1.500 000 00
---- - ----------I Admitted .............................. $7,424,200 01
Admitted .......:............. .....$17,210,769 05 Contingency
ready for exhibition at 6, five hours as much a part of their duty as is real issue, and there have probably . properly, tnrough the use of .‘-uffiCash Capital ...........................5.000.000 00 ' Total Liabilities and s
..... $32,596,911 36 '
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
been great losses because the real c^ent consideration, time, professional
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
being the time needed to handle it their daily routine of work.
Surplus over all Liabilities.
i plus
...............
! advice, and money."
Net Unpaid Losses ..................’ $813,451 70 (Conn. Standard) .............. 4,992,481 67 | •"'Stocks and Bonds" have been Net Unpaid Losses .. ............. $138,184 99
Safety guarding is another import principle has not been realized.
Mr. Owens stated that they are the
---------------- valued on the basis
adopted by the Unearned Premiums ............ 1.107.821 31
Premiums ............ 4 789.108 29
"In considering the relative importMr Pomeroy talked to the assembly Unearned
ant feature in a safety program. A
world’s largest safety awards.
Natlonal Convention of Insurance Com- All other Liabilities .......
802.500 00
All other Liabilities .............. 274,509 18 Total Liabilities and SurThe delegates were informed that few years ago safety work consist ance of first aid procedures many ion "Prevention of Electrical Acci- Cash Capital ........................ 3.000 000 00
Cash Capital .................
2.000.000 00
plus .................................... $20,710,440 06 mlssloners.
t
Deduction
from
surplus
to
adjust
seSurplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
3.375.693
74
• Deduction from surplus to adjust se
there are only 41 mills of the industry ed mostly of mechanical guarding, people fail to realize two facts that dents. Apart from the highly tech- Surplus over all Liabilities .... 8.303 699 88
curity holdings to true value December ■ curlty holdings io true value Decsmber
poition of this paper as related
and during that time it was found cannot be overlooked: That there are
that have not received a trophy.
Total Liabilities and Sur31. 1931 ln accordance with formula of 1 31. 1931 ln accordance with formula of Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,424,200 01
He mentioned the record that the that the accident curve dropped but infections which take place In spite I hel'e- Mr- Pomeroy's remarks are of
plus ..................................... $17,210,769 05 Connecticut Insurance Department.
I Connecticut Insurance Department. J 1
45-Th-51
Lawrence Portland Cement Company very little. Eighty percent of the of the best use of good first-aid pro- ??neral public interest.
"In 1930 there were 438 lost time
plant at Thomaston has made, stat accidents were still occurring. Never cedures: and that there have been
ing that this plant has set up a record theless this is one feature that can many cases of minor wounds healing accidents in the cement industry, of
in winning a safety trophy in the not be slighted in a well organized without infection, and without the which eighteen were electrical. This
shortest time since starting up by go safety program. Mechanical guards application of first aid measures. 4 . does not look bad until you notice
ing through 1931 without a lost time are not the only type of guarding that But one never knows when these oc that out of 18, 5 were fatal and one
accident. The mill had not yet been is necessary in a plant. The wearing currences will take place and this is was permanent partial disability.
in operation four years up to Janu of goggles and other safety equip not sufficient reason for the avoid These five fatalities, representing as
ance of acknowledged first aid prac they do the equivalent of 30,000 days
ment is just as important.
ary, 1932.
lost time and. from an humanitarian
Representatives of the plants
The educational feature enters to tices.
“A true explanation lies in the gen standpoint, suffering, grief and hard
which won the safety trophies last reduce that 80 percent of the acci
THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON Sc GLOBE THE CONNECTICUT FIRE INSURANCE
U. S. Branch of the
year gave their story of how it was dents which mechanical guards do not eral condition of the human body; ship imposed upon dependents, stand PHENIX MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
COMPANY
INSURANCE CO., LTD.
accomplished. O. E. Wishman, safety prtvent. Safety literature, safety in the one case the natural infection as an indictment against the electri
EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY ASSURANCE
Concord,
N.
H.
Hartford, Conn.
engineer of the Thomaston mill re posters, contests for trophies and fighting capacity of the body was cal departments of the entire indus
CORPORATION, LTD.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1931
ASSETS
DEC. 31. 1931
$54 612 50
viewed the history of the safety ac mass meetings with outside speakers inadequate regardless of first aid try. It has been demonstrated by a Collateral Loans .............
of London, England
Real Estate ............................. $16,560 16
large
number
of
plants
that
such
acStocks
and
Bonds
...........
501.336
40
Real
Estate
...............
............
$642,979
63
measures;
in
the
other
it
was
suffiall
tend
toward
bringing
the
thought.
tivities at this plant from the begin
Mortgage Loans ...................... 746,750 00
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Cash ln Office and Bank
11 398 68
ning of operation and brought out the “Be Careful" to the minds of the cient, regardless of the absence of cidents can be prevented, but as long Agents' Balances ..............
28 456 76 Real Estate ..........................$4,960,560 38 Mortgage Loans ...... .............. 357.246 48 Stocks and Bonds ................. 17.052.884 00
as
they
do
occur,
who
can
say
that
Cash tn Office and Bank ...... 1.519.067 02
Stocks
and
Bonds
............
_..15.990.85>
82
first aid.
Interest and Rents ..........
1.323 27
important factors that are necessary workmen.
•Stocks and Bonds ............... 24.510.544 00 Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 1.696.60$ 73 Atents’ Balances .................. 629.089 58
“Splinter and puncture wounds his plant is immune?
in any effective safety program. An
19.549 23
. $597,127 61 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 416.631 23 Agents' Balances ................... 1.951.145 98 Bills Receivable ......................
• • • •
are types of wounds which deserve
organization must have cooperation
Interest and Rents ............... 173.196 00
196.859 38 Agents' Balances ....................
Deduct Items not admitted .
96.859
22
mu,
Receivable
......................
22,557
12
All
other
Assets
....................
37,766
40
To win a trophy, it is wholly a case
'The same principles of preven
in order to succeed. This must start
. $400,268 23 Premiums ln course of colInterest and Rents ............... 172,462 88
tion ar.d the same causes obtain as
at the head, as executive co-operation of obtaining the co-operation of all
Gross Assets ...................... $20,494,862 39
lection .................................. 4.858.557 08 All other Assets ...................
LIABILITIES DEC.
1931
128.172 52 Deduct Items not admitted .... 172.022 19
ir other kinds of accidents. When Net Unpaid
is of the utmost importance. To concerned in one way or another.
Losses ...........
$8,134 96 Interest and Rents ............... 305,599 75
studying the causes, effects and ore- Unearned Premiums .......
163 882 06 All other Assets .................... 414.889 55
many executives have caused the Find that stunt which will appeal to
Gross Assets ...................... $20,962,023 16
Admitted Assets ............... $20,322,840 20
3.468 02
vention of electrical accidents one All other Liabilities .........
downfall of their plant's safety ac the mass and you will get results. It
110.950 00
Deduct Items not admitted ... 506.129 70
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Gross
Assets
.....................
.$35,563,641
21
must include the entire personnel of
tivities, as they felt that as soon as is necessary to bring something new
108.833 19
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $789,851 97
the plant. To have a crew of elecDeduct Items not admitted .... 736.233 05
a safety department head had been into the program from time to time,
Admitted ..........................$20,455,893 46 Unearned Premiums ............. 6.594,771 42
tr cal workers 100*7 efficient <a phy Total Liabilities and Surplus $400,268 23
appointed, their duties along safety as an old program has a tendency to
All other Liabilities ........... 2.076.784 13
Admitted ........................... $34,827,408 16
sical. mental and moral impossibility)
lines had ceased when as a matter of grow stale. Safety is a problem that
Cash Capital ........................... 2.000.000 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
THE COMMONWEALTH INSURANCE
Mr
Herman
Rur.kis
of
Detroit
LIABILITIES
DEC.
31,
1931
Surplus
over all Liabilities .. . 8.861.432 68
is
more
easily
solved
by
constant
is
not
enough.
If
a
yard
laborer
or
COMPANY OF NEW YORK
fact, they had just begun. Unless an
150 William Street. New York, N. Y.
Net Unpaid Losses ...............$15,951,766 00 Net Unpaid Losses ................ $1,385,028 11
executive shows his interest at all persuasion. It is the educational writes: “A few lines of thanks from a machine operator gets electrocut
Total
Liabilities
and Sur
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned Premiums .............10.891 336 30
ideas that are put to use that help a rheumatism sufferer—my first bot ed, the responsibility rests solidly Stocks and
plus .................................... $20,322,840 20
Bonds ................. $6,539,846 25 Unearned Premiums ............. 9.547.219 28 All other Liabilities ............... 4.152.867 48
tle
cf
Kruschen
Saits
took
all
the
................
_
____
____
_
to bring about and maintain co-op
with the electrical department Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 135.878 52 All other Liabilities ............. 2.539,972 84
aches and swellings out oi mv join s . Therefore, the Safety Engineer and Agents’ Balances ................... 418.099 17 Statutory Deposit ................. 350.000 00 8urplus over all Liabilities .... 4.026.661 a7
eration.
Receivable ......................
13 280 24
?ETNA INSURANCE COMPANY
J. G. Thompson, chief chemist at —with mv first bottle I went on a tj,e Electrical Superintendent have to Ellis
Interest and Rents .................
82.680 37 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 6.438,450 04 Total Liabilities and Sur
Hartford, Conn.
the Tnomaston plant, talked on a pa diet and lost 22 pounds and now I ta.<e ajj types of cases into consid- All other Assets ......................
7.580 94 Total Liabilities and Sur
plus ..................................... $20,455,893 46 On the 31st day of December, 1931, made
feel
like
a
new
man.
”
per prepared by Dr. C. D. Sappington
eration. Carelessness, thoughtless
plus .................................... $34,827,408 16 -—
...
i
.
to the State of Maine
Gross
Assets
........................
$7,197,365
49
To
lose
fat
SAFELY
and
quickly
,
ness, lack of information, indiffer Deduct Items not admitted .. . 65.698 60
of the National Safety Council, on
Incorporated 1819.
• The National Convention of Insur
“Present Ideas on Prevention and take one-half teaspoonful of Krus ence and an antagonistic attitude axe
Commenced Business 1819
ance Commissioners valuations have FIDELITY-PHENIX FIRE INSURANCE
RALPH B. IVES. President.
Admitted ..............................87.131,666 89 been used to determine the market value
Control of Infection." Dr. Sapping chen Salts in a glass of hot water the chief causes of accidents from
COMPANY
OF
NEW
YORK
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1931
J. R. STEWART. Secretary
in the morning before breakfast.
of securities.
ton's paper in part follows;
the man’s side of the picture.
Capital Paid up In Cash, $7,500,MO
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $361,844 00
80 Maiden Lane, New York
Fcr your health’s sake ask for and
“The usefulness of an antiseptic
“Carelessness is most common Unearned Premiums ............. 2.592.756 43
that they must eat to grow, but
ASSETS
DEC. 31, 1931
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
method must be proved both clinical get Kruschen—the cost for a bottle among old timers who have done the All other Liabilities ............... 833.097 05 THE .LONDON Sc LANCASHIRE INS.
you, as a parent, are respon
Real Estate .....
$1,035,000 00
Cash
Capital
............................
1,000.000
00
that
lasts
4
weeks
is
but
a
trifle
at
ly and bv laboratory methods, al
same thing in the same way a great Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2.343.969 41
sible for seeing that they eat
and Bonds ...................48.088.060 35
COMPANY., LTD.
Real Estate ............................. $1,738,103 21 Stocks
any
drugstore
in
the
world
ar.d
if
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank
......
1.853.337 19
though too much reliance should not
many times. Thoughtlessness is the
properly. If your child has no
•
of London, England
Stocks and Bonds ......
58.953.326 00 Agents' Balances ........
2.681,427 20
h? placed upon the latter. Ant'sep- after the first bott'e you are not joy result of dreaming or a troubled or Total Liabilities and Surplus $7,131,666 89
appetite, is listless and sluggish,
Accrued
Interest
....................
178,253 92
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 2.146.501 37
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
I tics must be considered as to their fully satisfied with results—money a lazy mind. To explain what I mean
Receivable ...................... 104.766 29
the need of a strengthening, ap
Agents' Balances .................... 2.294.740 18 Bills
David
I
.
McCarty
and
all
good
COMPANY
Stocks
and
Bonds
..................
$6,864,416
64
Other admitted Assets ..........
18,278 63
i action in watery and serous fluids, i bac,t.
by a lazy mind—some men will not
petizing tonic is indicated, one
Quincy, Massachusetts
i pus. and body tissues. The“antisep- ’ I
will b® glad
Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 762.426 44 Bills Receivable ...................... 699.852 23
exert themselves to think. They ac
that will build up the body and
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Total
Assets
.
.....................
$53,959,123
58
Interest
and
Rents
...............
176.384
04
tic should be non-toxic and non-ircept the obvious and follow the lines Real Estate .............................. $167,279 97 Agents' Balances .................... 797.677 08
that will also stimulate the bile
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
74.871 41
Mortgage Loans ......................
2.800 00 Interest and Rents ...............
Gross
Assets
......................
$66
008,900
03
Why
Get
Uo
Nights?
i
ritating,
yet
must
destroy
or
prevent
cf
least
resistence,
and
when
they
flow properly.
Unpaid Losses ................. $2,853,094 70
Stocks and Bonds ................... 1,929.848 00 All other Assets ......................
40.080 62 Deduct Items not admitted .... 455.246 26 Net
i germ life. It should not interfere
blunder they excuse themselves by Cash ln Office and Bank ......
Unearned Premiums ..............21.137.324 57
41,196 61
Try Baxter’s Bitters, the fa
Physic the Bladder With
Reserve
for Dividends ............ 375.000 00
1
with
lepair
processes.
It
should
Agents'
Balances
.....................
92.325
23
saying
‘
I
didn't
think.
’
Indifference
Gross Assets ....................... $8,539,472 19
mous old family remedy. Rec
Admitted ........................... $65,553,659 77 All other Liabilities ............... 895.000 00
Juniper Oil
and Rents ...............
22.049 58
may be caused by any one of severa’ Interest
| penetrate raoidly.
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
....
182.440
91
Reserve
for Conflagrations .... 3.000.000 00
ommended in cases of constipa
282 20
Drive out the Impurities and excess tilings—usually egotism or mild an All other Assets ......
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
“Tlie doctor must exercise good
Reserve for Contingencies .. . 750.000 00
tion, dyspepsia, biliousness, and
Admitted
.............................
$8,357,031
28
acids
that
cause
irritation,
burning
and
To
adjust
security holdings
judgment in his choice of antisep
Gross Assets ........................ $2,255,781 59
tagonism.
Antagonism may be
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $2,481,016 83
indigestion. Only thirty cents
to true value ...................... 3.010,000 00
fiequent desire. EU-KETS. tlie bladder against the company, against a de
tics.
always
giving
due
consideration
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned
Premiums
..............
20.095.632
56
Capital
....................................
7.500.000 00
at your druggist’s. For adults,
Admitted ..............................$2,255,781 59
■ to the natural protective mechanism physic containing Juniper oil. buchu partment or a person. In respect to
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $306,793 00 All other Liabilities ............... 15.982.269 41 Surplus over all Liabilities ...14,429,704 31
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
too.
leaves,
etc.,
works
on
the
bladder
simi

| of each individual patient. Good re lar to castor ol! on the bowels. Get a the electrical department—I find Net Unpaid Losses ................. $25,283 82 Unearned Premiums ............. 3.730.574 31 Cash Capital ............................13.859.299 38
Aggregate. Including Capi
sults following the treatment of in 25c test box from any drug store. Alter that other departments often have Unearned Premiums .............. 730.209 44 All other Liabilities ............... 1,248.251 94 Surplus over all Liabilities ...13.135.441 59
tal and Surplus ............. $53,959,123 58
All other Liabilities ..............
14.698 58
fected wounds are based upon early four days If not relieved of “getting up it in for the electrical department, Surplus
Surplus
for Policy-Holders, $21,929,704 31
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
3.071,407
03
over all Liabilities.... 1.485.589 75
fau;t usually may be found
Total Liabilities and Sur
Losses Paid ln 113 Years . .. 345.943.847 24
and adequate antiseptic treatment nights" go back and get your money. ancj
If you are bothered with backache or,.
.
_ _
plus
........
$65,553,659
77
«-Th-Sl
with efficient removal of foreign ma leg pains caused from bladder disorders, in
electrical department itself, Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,255,781 59 Tola! I,labilities and Surplus $8,357,031 28
terial and dead tissue, if indicated.
vou are bound to feel better after this Electricians, I find, often try to high
cleansing and you get your regular sleep. hat their fellow workers and act mjt“What is First Aid?
at Corner Drug Store, Charles W. ______________________ ___________ J
Chapter X, of the serial slory, “Hearts Of The North” will appear in the Saturday Issue.
"There are various conceptions of Sold
Sheldon, Druggist, C. H. Moor & Co.,
’I
(Continued on Page Five)
what constitutes first aid. In the be- Druggists.
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How One Man

Lost 22 Founds

Children

don’t know
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SAFETY WAS THE KEYWORD

Keep Watch for the
“Feverish Cold”

I record in the x-ray file. The third
man, out of an identical situation
terious and superior about their work, struck his head on the frame of a
By their attitude one might gain the machine and died almost instantly If you are “run down” or out of
impression that they thought the j “Suppose
that three separate condition, if sluggish bowels have
plant an experimental laboratory planks had broken, each jeopardiz allowed poisonous impurities to
built for their especial benefit. Such ing but one worker. Would all three
an attitude does not make for coop instances receive the same attention? accumulate in your system, you
eration, which is the very essence of Probably not, the severity being so are very liable to suffer from
safety. The electrician who goes at variance. Had an interval of a “feverish” colds.
through the plant about his work, or month separated each case we can
on trips of inspection asking various safely assume that the fatality would
departmental workers or operators have caused a great furore, whereas
how are your machines operating? do the minor and near-injury instance
Laxative Worm Expeller
the drives give trouble? are the con would have received a recognition
trols convenient? and is everything decidedly inconsistent with their will ward off or lessen these attacks by
safe, will get many worthless sugges- true seriousness. Even though man- giving relief from constipation.
tions, but he will also get some that agement and the safety engineer
are valuable and, what is more im- | properly evaluated these three occa- [ Mrs. E. W. Stephan of 31 Kenportant, he will build up a spirit of sions for injury, it is certain that the ■ berma Road, Dorchester, Mass.,
rank and file of workers did not do writes:— “It was recommended
good will.
“If you were to walk through one I so. Nevertheless, these workers and to me by a relative who had used
of our cement plants you could not I their appreciation of the true aspects it for years, and I in turn most
point out where the next accident , of minor injuries are the hub abou’
sincerely recommend it, most of
was going lo happen, but vou would which our activities must revolve.
"I have demonstrated a single ac all for children, but also as a
see things that might be the cause
of an accident. Even at that, the cident set-up from which resulted a laxative for adults.”
most dangerous possibilities are not near-injury, a minor injury and a
' Successfully used for 81 years.
fatality. The relatively insignificant
always apparent.”
Walter J. Brennan, safety engineer severity of the following instances as
gave an unusually interesting talk on compared to what might have been,
"Consider the Minor and Near In further develop the instability of a
specific line of demarcation between
FRIENDSHIP
juries.” Excerpts follow:
• V * *
major and minor mishaps.
“There is no such thing as a “minor
“In any discussion treating of ma
The Virginia R., Capt. Lew J. Wal
jor and minor injuries there is always accident.” The case set forth above lace arrived in New Bedford with 536
a need for a certain amount of ex proves the severity of injuries rests gallons of scallops one day last week.
planation in view of the fact that in the hands of that mythical lady
Capt. Orrin W. Burns has taken
there exists a very serious misconcep known as Luck. When the condi- command of the smack Conqueror for
tion of the meaning of the terms ! tion is arrived at that results in, or J. A. Young Co. of Boston. He suc
We speak of minor and major afcci- within reasonable probability might ceeds the late Capt. Willard Wallace
dents as well as minor and major in- , have resulted in personal injury we j of Broad Cove.
juries, and a certain indiscriminate have an accident, and the severity of
The Farm Bureau met with Mrs
use has seriously detracted from a any resulting injury will be largely Kenneth Thompson Friday.
complete understanding. The word ' governed by good or bad fortune.”
Miss Marguerite Condon of Port
“minor” when applied to injuries in
land spent the weekend with her
Mr. Brennan cited the enviable rec father Orrin Condon.
sinuates something which is inferior
and of a low degree of importance. ord which the cement industry has
Carleton and Kenneth Murphy re
Although there is a need for differ made for Itself through the concert turned to Vineyard Haven Sunday.
entiation between injuries of low and ed efforts in accident prevention Mrs. Ava Murphy is remaining with
high severity, it is regrettable that the work. He further applauded the her parents Mr. and Mrs. George
differentiation is carried to the point record and set up of the safety pro Pottle for awhile.
where some practically ignore con gram as carried on at the Thomaston
P. D. Armstrong returned to Bos
ditions and occasions which are plant, stating that the paper and ce ton Sunday afternoon.
about to cause grief, and confine ment industries of Maine are the
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard of
their activities to a series of elaborate only two examples of accident pre Rockland visited friends in town
door lockings, waiting, however, for vention work with which he can show Sunday.
,
results of accomplishment to the
the horse to be stolen.
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Leonard of
other
industries
of
the
State
which
“A crew was sent into the top of a
Boston are at their summer home for
weave room to paint. Planking was are slow to see the value of safety. a few days.
spread across the girders to serve as The winning of the trophy by the
Mrs. Solon Wilder, Robert Wilder
a platform. Shortly after going aloft, Thomaston plant shows the coopera and Charles Brooks returned to
three of these inexperienced men tive spirit which has been built up Gardner, Mass., Sunday, after a
found their way onto a single plank. in less than four years of operation week's stay at Mrs. Wilder’s summer
It happened that the plank was of and is used in his department as an cottage on Davis Point.
inferior quality and as a result of example of what can be done to save
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett ot
this, together with the fact that the life and limb, and prevent a rapidly Warren visited Mr. and Mrs. John
men had not been instructed as to increasing accident toll.
L. Stevens Sunday.
There were other
interesting
keeping their weight distributed, the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Poland were
speakers from cement mills in this tendered a reception April 18 at the
plank broke.
“Picture the situation—three men district, all dealing with this acci home of Mrs. Poland's parents Mr
standing on the plank when it broke dent prevention problem and repre and Mrs. Frank Gorham in $ound
—one man grabbed a brace which senting mills which have made great Pond. Forty-seven friends and rela
happened to be at hand, his acci strides toward lowering their acci tives gathered to wish the young
dent finding its way into no records dent curve.
couple happiness. Many beautiful
Luncheon was served after the gifts were received.
whatsoever because no injury was
suffered. The second man fell to the morning session and a banquet in
floor, a distance of 6Q feet, happened the evening, followed by a most en
LINCOLNVILLE
to strike on his feet and was slightly joyable entertainment provided by
Mrs.
Lulie Richards of Camden is
talented
delegates
attending
the
con

lamed. This instance won only a
guest for a few days of Albeita
card in the first aid hospital and a ference.
Young at Locust L-odge.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dicker, Mrs.

(Continued from Page Four)

Dr.TruesElixir;

"Greater convenience—you bet
with plenty of OUTLETS!”
CONVENIENCE OUTLETS those handy little
places to plug in your electrical appliances—no home
can have too many!

How often you could re-arrange your furniture if
you but had an outlet here or there. They give flexi
bility ... convenience... ease... comfort!
The electrical contractor—
dealers listed below are featur
ing a special flat price of $3.75
for each installation during
April and May. Each of these
dealers is a reliable and com
petent party to do this work
for you. Just telephone him and
he will attend to it promptly.

This Is One!
Just a handy little place
to plug in

your
radio,
lamp,
iron,
toaster,

curling
iron, etc.

April and May

4

SPECIAL

each
installed

‘Hfmernl er—this offer is good only for a few weeks. Phone now.

CLARKE-KALER, Inc.

ROLLINS & STRONG
Rockland

31 Suffolk Street,

Tel. 903-W, M3 Main St. Koekland

Tel. 1009-W

A. T. THURSTON

FRANCIS E. HAVENER

Rockland

499 Main Street,

'

Til. 370

Rockland

CENTRAL MAINE
POWER CO.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
Tel. 721 Rockland 442 Main St.

49-52

SPECIAL

NORTH HAVEN

SUMMER WEIGHT GLOVER UNION SUITS
Jsrsey Rib, Shoit Sleeves, Ankle Length
$l.G0 Garment

Saturday Only, 49 Cents

S. RUBENSTEIN, Park St.
Come to Portland Week-Ends
Special Week-End Rates
at

THE EASTLAND
Room for two persons at the price of one person
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

REGULAR ROOM RATES REDUCED

40%
Room With Bath As Low As $6.60 per week
49*60

1732

POULTRY SUPPLIES
FOR 74 YEARS™
THIS star: lias been a reliable place to buy Poultry Supplies for
74 years.
THIS year's stock is a wonder stock—at prices that arc kind to your
pocketbook.
THIS stock includes every need that's needed from Chiekhood to the
Chopping Block.'

FEEDS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
FOR EVERY AGE
POULTRY FENCE
REGULATORS
LICE KILLERS
FEEDERS
HOPPERS
FOUNTAINS, ETC.
Be sure and get K. & TV. prices on any Poultry item before you
buy. You'll get a goad trade. If Inconvenient to call—write for
Catalog—20 pages arc devoted to Poultry Supplies. It’s free!

P! ENDALL
u!
FARM, DAIRY

POULTRY SUPPLIES - SEFFts”

& WHITNEY

rCDERAL nnd TEMPLE STS.,

X

PORTLAND

34tf

Cemetery Memorials
I

Lulie Richards and Alberta Young
visited friends and relatives in Cam
den ami Rcckport Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Reed have
been spending a few’ days at Bai
liarbor.

------- ------- - ---—...................................

thes

New

.GUS© 'Walker
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' "'cztv.ziy

Loui

erice!

OK’ Y

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT

EASY TERMS

Washer quality and washer
economy! Get them both in
this brand new Westinghouse model that is so
thriftily priced. Every thing
you want in a washer! Effi

cient aluminum agitator ...

powerful, long-life motor...
sturdy balloon roll wringer
. . . porcelain enamel tub.
inside and out. All this at a
priee lower than was ever
before offered on a West
inghouse Washer.

Come in.. see its speed. . compare Us value
Of course this new Westinghouse Washer gives you all the
famous Westinghouse washing speed. A w ash that’s sparkling
white in record time ... without increasing wash-wear. Come
in and see this new washer today.

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.
EASY HOUSEKEEPING SHOP
492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND CHISHOLM BLOCK
TEL. 260-W
49-52

Makes Your Skin
Look Younger
Prevents Large Fores—
Stays on Longer
MELLO-GLO, the new wonderful
French Process Face Powder is used
by beautiful women admired forther
youthiul complexions. Stays on long
er. Banishes shiny noses. So smooth
and fine it blends naturally with any
complexion and gives a fresh, youth
ful bloom. Purest powder known.
Prevents large pores, never irritates
skin. Buy MELLO-GLO today. Cor
ner Drug Store and all other good
stores.

Don! Take
Chances/
USE
MAINE
MADE

The 113th anniversary of Odd Fel
lowship was obst.ved Tuesday eve
ning when Ocean Bound Rebekah
Lodge entertained members of Star
of Hope Lodge, I.O.O.F. A fine pro
gram was prepared under the direc
tion of Mrs. Addie Bucklin, and fur
ther mention of this will appear in
the next issue. A lunch was also
served.
Mrs. Susan Hopkins was hbstess to
the Tuesday Sewing Club.
Mrs. Elmer Simmers will entertain
the Noneaters at the Friday Sewing
See your dealer or
Club.
Mrs. Grindle and son Bruce are
moving this week to Lane's Island to
prepare for the opening of Rockaway
Rear 456 Main St. Rockland, Maine
Inn for the season. They will be as
sisted by Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Smith
Tel. 226
and son Clinton.
Portland Rendering Company, Mfrs.
Mrs. Edna Johnson returned Tues
day from Rockland.
Mrs. Mary Cassie has returned
from Worcester, Mass. , where she
"TMAGINE wearing under- it’s so easy to avoid offending.
spent the winter with her daughter
Mrs. Blanche McElroy and other
JL things that aren’t quite fresh!
Lux is made to remove per
relatives.
Others notice perspiration odor spiration acids and odors com
There was a meeting of the junior
Boy Scouts Monday night with lead
right away—before you do your pletely—yet it saves colors and
MONARCH
ers Archie Begg and H. A. Townsend
self. How can she run such a risk?” fabrics. In fact, because perspira
present.
MASURY
May baskets will feature the social
At a dance, in the office, or any tion is taken out, your lingerie
KYANIZE
hour at the meeting of Marguerite
where, perspiration odor in under stays new longer. Simply Lux your
Chapter, OKS. next Monday night
VALSPAR
removes perspiration
things wiil ruin any girl’s success. undies after every wearing — it
The ladies of the G A.R. will meet
| Friday evening.
MURESCO
acids and odors—
Everybody perspires, and lin takes only 4 minutes or less. And
Thomas Edwin Libby, one ol VinalCRAFTEX
gerie
is constantly absorbing these remember, anything safe in water
haven's most prominent citizens died
Saves colors
April
at the Newtonville (Mass.)
unpleasant acids and odors. But is safe in Lux.
LEAD
City Hospital. Funeral services will
be held in this town Thursday.
OIL
Obituary will appear in next issue.
TURPENTINE
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane returned
Wednesday from a week’s stay in
VARNISHES
Rockland at the home of Mrs. Winmf-ed Simmons, Masonic street.
BRUSHES
: Mrs. Edna Swears who has been
GLASS
i the iucst of relatives in town the past
wine., left Monday for her home in
BRONZES
Dover-Foxcroft She was met in
Rockland by her brother Carl Brown
OIL COLORS
and made the retnr.a trip by auto
LUMINOUS PAINT
with Mr. and Mis. B-own. Her sis
WALDOBORO
ter Mrs. James Gregory accompanied
WALL PAPER
Miss Marion Welt of Portland is her to Rockland.
Clyde Poole is visiting his brother
passing two weeks' vacation with her
and
Poole in Boston.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt. Ivan
James Gregory has a 26-foot motor
Mrs. Nellie Overlock has been the boat ready to launch, which he has
THE KNOWLEDGE
guest of friends in North Berwick.
built
this
winter.
The new M.C.R.R. train schedule
and
went into effect locally Monday as
PRACTICAL PAINTERS
follows: East Bound, 8.57 a. m.; 1.09 Yates, who died in Waterville last
p. nt., 8.17 p. m.; Sunday, 8.55 a. m. Thursday. Mrs. Yates was born in
To Apply Them
West Bound, 7.49 a. m.. 2.38 p. nr., Waldoboro and had many friends
here. Mrs. Yorke was accompanied
5.05 p. m.; Sunday, 2.47 p. m.
Let
Us Estimate Your
Mrs. Arthur Hatch and two chil home bv her sister Mrs. I. T. Marple
Prices Greatly Reduced
4 Cubic Foot Moraine
dren of Sanford are visiting Mr. and j ol Arlington, Mass., who also had
House Painting for a
on all Household Models
Model now only . . .
been summoned to Waterville by the
Mrs. Fred W. Scott this week.
Mrs. Doris Goding Ingham of Win death of Mrs. Yates.
Lasting Job at our
At
the regular
meeting of
throp has been the guest of Miss
New
Low Wage Scale
Meenahga
Grange
Monday
evening
Edith Levensaler a few days.
Miss Mary Tuck and Miss Katha- J a State of Maine program was given.
rine Tuck of Quincy. Mass., have Mrs. Carl Campbell read an inter
bten recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. esting paper on “The First Maine
Indian." The roll call subject was
James A. Duane.
Mrs. Cora Nash is in Brockton,! “The Most Beautiful Spot in Maine."
PAINTERS
Mass., for a visit with her daughter j Mrs. Lillian Wentworth and Mi.-s
TEL. 745-W 305 MAIN STREET
Betty Weston read selections from
Mrs. Chester Peterson.
ROCKLAND
I. P. Bailey of Weld- passed the Holman Day's poems and Freo W.
46-55
Scott spoke on “What Maine Means
weekend at his home here.
Miss Leona Rines of Portland has To Me.' In the contest Miss Eliza
been visiting her aunt Mrs. Fred L. j beth Weston was awarded the piize
Whv slider tortures from Rheuma
Bumes.
| for naming the most Maine towns.
tism. Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glidden are The next meeting of the Grange will
Lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
503 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
visiting in Shelbourne Falls, Mass.,, be May 9.
METHYL BALM
Tel. Rockland, 967; Camden, 2007; Damariscotta, 105-4
will brinn almost instant relief?
for two weeks.
JOHNSTON'S
DRUG STORE
Associate
Dealers
—
In balancing the budget the big
Mrs. Dora Howard Yorke and
r. I'IRK st.
ROCKLAND
H. L. Bossa Stores, Friendship, Maine
Gorden & Lovejoy, Union, Maine
Pierce & Hartung, Boothbay Harbor. Me.
George Howard attended the funeral- question is whether to use more tax Ernest
Sent
Post
Paid
on
receipt of price
Walter S. Bowden, Cooper’s Mills, Me. Lawrence R. Crooker. Wisrauet. Maine
Rawley, Tenant's Harbor
5(1 rents
18-Th-tf
of their cousin, Mrs. Emma Comely or more ax.—Norfolk Virginian-Pilot.

Ice was seen Monday morning
around the small ponds.
Clara Waterman is home for a
week’s vacation and Phyllis Duncan
for two weeks.
Harold Wooster accompanied by
two friends from Naval School sur
prised his parents last Saturday
night, returning Sunday night by
plane. They drove through to Rock
land by automobile.
Ira Whitmore spent the weekend
in Warren with his sister Mrs. Elisha
Thayer.
Mrs. Florence Brown spent Sun
day with her mother Mrs. Ruth Bev
erage.
After a few days here Robert
Backley and Elliot Beverage returned
to Boston Saturday.
Jetson Dyer of Plainfield, N. J., is
in town visiting his mother Mrs. W.
Dyer, and making a few improve
ments around his house.
Several wild geese have been seen
around the ponds lately.
John Beverage who has been ill
with a bad cold is better.
Grace Beverage has been very ill
with grippe.
Joseph Bellmore and family have
been away on a trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Beverage
have begun housekeeping.
Avery Dyer shot a 714 pound wild
goose Monday.
North Haven Grange observed its
23d birthday Saturday evening. A
fish chowder supper was served
This is the program for April 30: Roll
call of quotations: original stories by
Margaret Butler, Elston Beverage,
Clifford Parsons and Forest Bever
age; surprise feature, Mabslle Stone;
readings, Thorne Dyer, George Bev
erage, Rodney Haskell, and Argyle
McDonald; special feature, Elizabeth
Bunker; latest news flashes, Nettie
Mills; name the 13 original states,
Blanche Crockett; name kind deeds
done by any member, by all; shadow
pictures.

ORGANIC

Rockland Tallow Co.

PAINT

LUX for
underthings

FRIGIDAIRE
The oniy electric refrigerator
to bear this name—the only one
to offer General Motors value

JOHN A. KARL CO.

MAI IM t

WILLIAM E. DORNAN
& SON, Inc.

BCM CIGARS

VINALHAVEN

Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Warren ano !
party of Waltham, Mass., were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. N. H.
Gardner.
Mrs. Edw. Chaples visited last
Thursday at Clark Island with her
father Charles Johnson.
Mrs. Margaret jones spent Tuesday of last week at Port Clyde guest
of Mrs. Averill.
Mrs. Rose Mason has opened her ;
home here after spending the winter
with her daughter in Connecticut.
Mr. and Mrs. Farrington Hart arc ■
at home after several months stay
with Mr. and Mrs. La Foriest Teel in !
Rockland.
,
Mrs. Thankful Harris is the guest ’
of her brother Watson Barter at j
Tenant’s Harbor before opening her !
home here. Mrs. Harris spent the j
winter in Somerville with relatives.
William Emery, young son oi Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Simmons, is ill with
a severe cold.
Mrs. M. J. Harris is slowly i ecov
ering from a general shaking up
and leg sprain sustained when she ,
slipped on a rug in her home Lut |
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Obadiah Kalloch of
Rockland were guests Tuesday of
Joseph Hooper.
Mrs. Etta Stimpson is employed at
Wiley's Corner.
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper visited Miss
Geraldine Watts last week Wednes
day.
Coach and Mrs. C. C. Dwyer of
Hibion are spending a few days at
their summer home.
Mrs. Alice Pullen was engaged by
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder the first part of
last week papering. Also Leo Hooper
is doing some painting for Mrs.
Bachelder.
E. F. Andrews of Bangor was
euest last week of Mr. and Mrs. H.
H. Hupper.
Mis
Margaret Reid of Tenant's
Hatbor was guest Tuesday of Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Andrews.
Clyde Stanley visited Allison Wilon at Port Clyde last Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Mrs. Sara Montvnr.iery visited Mr.
and Mrs. Perley Jones Thursday of
last week.
Miss Geraldine Watts is a guest
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Hupper.
The Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs.
Gertrude Hupper last Thursday with
eight present. Owing to the date on
which this church entertains tbe
Baptist Association coinciding with
t'ne npxt meeting, it will be postponed
until May 12. There will also be a
meeting May 19 as per schedule.
Miss Ruth Carleton returned last
week from a visit to her former home
in Dresden Mills.
The Friday night social dances
sponsored by the Grange in their
hall are being well attended and
helping along the otherwise small in
come of the Grange.

EAST UNION, MAINE

4-U

ROY H. GENTHNER

Every-Other-Day
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' of Burton R. Flanders; thence southerly
NOTICE
spring vacation to impel nimble An
WARREN
THOMASTON
i by said Flanders land about one hungers to greater speed anti accuracy!
OF CONDEMNATION OF LAND
dred forty (140) feet to a point, said
♦
Advertisements in this column not to
to'
1 V/
Certificates were awarded to George
Whereas, the undersigned State High point being thirty-three (33) feet dis
Mrs. Elizabeth Mills was the other
The Pythian Sisters Circle will
southerly at right angles from exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
♦
•»
R
Harlow, Marie Childes, Francis Mc meet with Mrs. E. P. Starrett Friday honor guest at the birthday party at way (.’emmission of the State of Maine tant
about
Station
886-4-70
of
the
above
de

cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
Addi

the 21st day of April. A. D. 1932, actAlary and Virginia Richardson; afternoon and evening. Members are lhe home of Mrs. Jane Stickney Sat m
Ruth Whittemore
ng under the provisions of Section 12 scribed survey base line; thence north tional lines five cents each for one time. ESSEX—1929 Coach—This car ls ln
degrees tive minutes weat 10 cents for three times. Six words I wonderful condition, both mechanical
bronze pins to Frank Maloney, Doris asked to take silver and dishes.
urday evening instead of Mrs. Jesse if Chapter 28 of the revised statutes of twentv-nine
and In appearance. Down payment
—— ■. polise and Elizabeth Sukeforth; silMaine, in our official capacity aforesaid, (N. 29 05’W.) parallel to and thirty- make a line.
Mrs. Fred J. Overlock arrived Mills as previously stated.
$100 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
lerehy detenu: ne that public exigency three (33) feet distant from said survey
Pcrcy Young is in the offlce this , ver pins to Mary Foster, Marion home by train from Malden, Mass.,
base
line
about
one
hundred
ninety
Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Libby and •equires the laying out. establishing and (190) feet to land of Charle* W. Everett
46*56 P&R
*
*
*
Perry
and
Helen
Pietroski.
ipenlng
cf
a
new
highway
as
a
State
where she spent a while with her sis Capt. Whitmore of Thomaston and
week.
thence
easterly
by
said
Everett
land
H;« hway in the town of Washington.
• « • •
* • • •
TABLE, refrigerator, porch swing, lawn
ter Miss Edith Wilson upon her re Mr. and Mis. E. W. Haskell of Deer County
about
forty-five
(45)
feet
to
point
of
be

of Knox and State of Maine,
mower, easy clAlr. rocker, dresser, lor
ginning. The above described parcel
Examinations for Maine scholar
From the University of Maine turn from attending the national Isle, were supper guests of Mr. and over the following course to wit:
sale. MRS. A. H. BUKER. 106 Union St.
contains approximately 020 acres.
***♦♦♦$
Beginning at a point in or near
51-53
ships at Bowdoin were conducted at Monday came Dr. Rice, professor of convention cf the D.A.R. at Wash Mrs. O. B. Libby Monday evening.
Also another piece or parcel of land
the center of the present traveled
the High School building Monday by botany to interview prospective stu ington, D. C.
DIAMOND RING lost. Finder return
THREE FURNISHED rooms with bath,
situated in the town of Washington.
Mrs. Alice Cook is now occupying
way at Station 858-4-0. which is
Ccunty of Knox and State of Maine, to MRS. ALBERT D. LIBBEV. 15 Union p-ire reasonable. 32 SCHOOL ST. 'lei.
Prof. Boyd Bartlett.
Mrs. Carl Gray and secretary her home near Hinckley Corner.
dents from the senior class. In his
about ’.j mile westerly on State
________________
50*52,
50-52
• * • •
bounded and described as follows, to lane.
Highway “P” fvom Stickney’s Corner
address to the school at a special were in town Tuesday on their way
Mr. and Mrs. Williarii Allen and
wit:
GLASSES in tan leather ease found.
...
ABOUT THREE ACRES of land, at the
toward Augusta a* shown on a plan
The Art Club held its monthly assembly he emphasized the ni- to Pleasant Point, where they will son Robert spent the weekend witn
Beginning at a point in line of land Apply COCR1ER-GAZETTE office
jl-5a i Highlands, with barn 24’ x 30' and cel
of said highway dated March 1332,
of Burton R Flanders and the present
meeting in the library. The subject creased difficulties to be encountered (spend a week in preparing their sum relatives at Lisbon.
lar thereon, for sale. Street frontage 460
on file in the office of the State
westerly highway right of way line of
for study was tlie picture of by the student who musl work his | mer home for occupancy,
feet. TEL. 217-W.
51-53
Highway
Commission
and
to
be
re

At their regular meeting Friday
Highway “P” leading from Stickney s
corded
in
the
Registry
of
Deeds
of
Whistler's mother. Plans were made wail but proved that the necessity fci
OLDSMOBILE tourmg car for bale.
Miss Jeanette McGrail of Dover, evening of last week Crescent Tem
Corner
toward
Union:
thence
southerly
f
the County of Knox: thence south
condition. New tires. Low
bv said present westerly highway light
for an outing at Lincolnville Beach a college training is even greater IN. H. is the guest of her aunt Mrs. ple, P.S.. gave the following very in
♦ Excellent
easterly bv a five degree (5°) curve
mileage Disc harrow, nearly new. cul
of way line about sixty-five (65) feet to
some time in June. The club was now than when conditions were George V. Hanly for a week.
the right five hundred thirty-nine
tivator.
E.
M. STUBBS’ ESTATE, East
teresting
Washington
program. ’ to
4
•
•
4
a point, said point being thirty-three
and three-tenths (539 3) feet; thence
entertained with music by Dorothy easier. “This is no time to come to
51*56
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson fe- Singing the Star Spangled Bannei;
(33) feet distant southerly at right 8|
♦♦♦
*►<••. ^* ♦***"•* ^ ® Union.
south
twentv’
hne
deg»-ees
five
min

angles from about Station 887 4-05 of
Lawry and Howard Chase and en college," said he, "unless you are in turned to- Castine Sunday after roll call, each member respondinf
MEN wanted to conduct world re-'€ BOY’S BICYCLE?” 16 in~ frame, good
utes east (8. 2^ — 05’ E) two thouthe
above
described
survey
base
line,
nowned Rawlelgh Home Serxice business, condition, for sale. Cheap for cash,
joyed games and refreshments.
s md on° hundred slvty-nlne and
I terested in serious work." He ex- spending the weekend at their home with quotations on Washington; Tht
thence north twenty-nine degrees five ln Counties of Hancock. South Knox. DOUGLASS GRAY, Warren. Tel. 9-2.
* * • ♦
four-tenths (2 169.4) feet- thence
minutes west (N. 29r—05’ W.) parallel Cities of Bath and Lisbon Falls. Re. i p.ained the new course to be offered here.
49*51
American's Creed. Mrs. Jesse MilL>,
easterly
bv
a
six
decree
(6
)
curve
Byron Joy’s present address IS next fall to young women desirous
to and thirty-three (33) feet distant liable hustler can start earning $35
Frank D. Elliot, executive director singing. Battle Hymn of the Repub
to the left, eight hundred nlnetvSINGLE TRUCK WAGON body with
southerly from said survey base iine weekly and increare rapidly. Write imWalnut Street Hospital, 72 Walnut of fitting themselves for the better of the Thomaston National Bank lic. Mrs. Shirley Bowley. Mrs. Re
eight e-’d three-tenths <338 3) feet
‘r. MEfor sa!e:
«rOCery WaS<,n' 8lngle
about ninety (90) feet to land of Burton mXLw
ffiedmtely.“ RAWLEHC.H CO
CO. I>b
Dept
ME I1 horse sled.
c
West
to a noint in or near the center of
street, Arlington, Mass. It is hoped paying positions in the nurses pro left Wednesday on a vacation trip gina
C. j MATHEWS. 49
R. Flanders; thence easterly by said 39-S. Albany. N Y.__________ 51*lt
Robinson,
Mrs.
Gertrude
51 It | Rnpknnrt Mp
»51
the p-«sert traveled way on HighI Rockport. Me._________________________
that he will soon be able to enjoy fession. Students who are prepared which will include Boston and New Weaver. Miss Doris Hyler; paper on
Flanders
land
about
fifty-five
(55)
feet
wav • P" from Stickney’s Corner to
CARPENTER WORK of all kinds want
to
point
of
beginning.
The
above
de

EIGHT
ACRE
wood
lot
for
sale
at
South
letters from his schoolmates and to take a college course are given York, and possibly south of New Washington. Edna Boggs; Washing
Union.
parcel contains approximately ed. Now is the time to repair or build- Hope. Inquire 6 BREWSTER ST., Fore
The above is intended to describe thr scribed
other friends.
wages are cheaper. HAROLD DEAN. land.
acres.
work similar to that offered in York. Mrs. Elliot and Miss Flora ton contest on spelling from trans •urvev
50-52
hase line of a State Highway a‘ 3.04
• * * •
________________ 51*53
Also another piece or parcel of land Tel. 671-J.
the first twb years of a nurses' Burrill accompanied him as far as posed letters won by Mrs. Shirley hr-wn o” the plan ref^red to. for whlct situated
A FEW nice Green Mountain seed po
in
the
town
of
Washington.
HIGH SCHOOL BOYS wanted, spare tatoes
The fragrance of trailing arbutus training school so that they can Portland, remaining over night.
a
right
of
wav
of
width
and
location
a
f
for
sale.
Certified
seed
last
year.
Bowley. the prize in keeping, being
County of Knox and State of Maine, time work, liberal pay. Apply 2 to 3 p m.
F. NASH, Thomaston. Tel.
was noticeable in several of the enter with advanced standing aud
J. Frank Rider of Providence spent a bottle of cherries; in closing, ah hewn on said plan is required acrosf bounded and described as follows, to MR.
ABRAMS. 30 High St. side entrance. EDWIN
’
b-v
l«nds
of
Sidne
v
Fumes
Abner
M
______________________ 51-53
rooms Monday for Shirley Blacking- complete the regulaf training course the day and night Thursday in town. united m singing America. In con rTiP Char’es W. Eh crett Wilbert D. De wit:
51*lt 169-21.
Beginning at a point in the present
BLACK LOAM for sale. Guaranteed
ton had placed on the desks of her in six months. If they wish to go
Thomaston will be represented in nection with the entertainment a 7- te- (th'e'v Parrp’s) Burton R. Fland- easterly
CANOE wanted. I want a medium the
highway right of way line, said
best
for
lawns and flowering plants.
teachers unusually handsome bou on and take a college degree they the Twilight League by a nine made vary clever poem was read, composed (g-s. Edward W. Creamer Estate and thr point being thirty-three (33) f°et dis sized one. not too expensive. Write C. W. W. BUTLER.
Phone 603-M City.
present located highway.
A NOE care The Courier-Gazette. 50-52
tant
northerly
at
right
angles
from
quets of the large pink blossoms.
50*52
receive academic credit for the work | up of home players. At a meeting m by Mrs. Arthur Sidelinger and many
Tlie taking for said purposes of the about Station 887 4-65 of the above de
SHOE
REPAIRING
at
new
low
prices.
FITTED hard wood $10. junks $10.
done in this special preliminary the Legion rooms Wednesday evening of the ideas of which were suggested • —owing described lots of land is re scribed survey base line; thence south Men’s half soles. $1; men’s rubber heels,
quired. to wit:
Bernadette Snow is to represent course
there was a full discussion of the by Jesse Mills and Joseph Hann
twentv-nine degrees five minutes east 40c: ladles' half soles. 85c; ladles' rubber hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wood
Land of Sidney Hunies
and q .slabs S8. T. J. CARROLL. fyfl-tf
Tel.
the school in the finals of the Spear
(S. 29c —05’ E.) parallel to and thirty- HCVIb,
• • • •
( matter. A manager and captain will
heels. *»W
40c:, inuita
ladles' IVOVIILI
leather 1HVO,
lifts, »wxzx.
30c . , npr.
Beginning May 2, Warren postAll thnt piece or pa-cel of land situ- three
(33) feet distant northerly of the ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR. 491 Main , 363-21.
prise speaking contest in Augusta
,
be
selected
at
a
meeting
to
be
held
ved
In
the
town
of
Washington.
Count'
office will adopt the following tours
surVey base line about seven hundred
BUTTER KIST pop corn machine for
The 8-1 class claims to have held
D H. Fuller, proprietor. E G Wil
May 6, as one of the two winners se
later. The team will be out to win. during the summer months or until .f Knox and State of Maine bounded fifty (750) feet to a point, said point St.
liamson. manager. Mall orders solicited sale cheap: also 5 cent In the slot player
described as follows, to wit:
being thirty-three feet distant at right,
lected at the district contest, the the spelling banner more weeks than It was voted to play a benefit game all change back to standard time: and
47-52
!
piano.
Write ABC. Courier-Gazette.
Beginning at a point in the present ingles from Station 8954-08.7 of the sur
50-52
other being Grace Shaw of Cony any other class in Junior High.
for the American Legion.
mtherlv highway right of way iine vey base line; thence southeasterly con
BOYS AND GIRLS to sell flavoring ex- __________________________ _ _ __
5.15 a. m. until 6 p. m.. standard time. said
•
♦
•
•
point be‘ng southerly and at right
after school wanted, send for free i THE CHARLES ROKES farm ls to be
High who will give “If I Were King.'
Mr. and Mrs. Gleason Cogan were
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills visited angles from Station 858-4-0 of the above centric with and thirty-three (33) feet tracts
WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.. ' sold. Fine condition. Also tools—sepaMiss Snow's selection is Constance
At the regular senior high assem down from Lewiston Sunday to visit Miss Bertha Storer at West Wauen, described survey base line: thence cast- distant from a six degree (6°) curve of sample.
47*56 rator. sulky plow, harness, wagons, etc.
the survey base line about one hundred Sanbornvllle. N. II.
Darcy Mackay's one act play, “Tne bly under the direction of Mr. Bow Mrs. Charles Cogan.
—tv bv s*»ld snutherly present hlehwav ninety (190) feet to land of Edward W
■— ARTHUR ROKES. Phone 880. Rockland.
Sunday.
50-52
ight
of
wnv
line
about
three
hundred
Prince of Court Painters.” There den the seniors presented a conMr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings and
Creamer estate; thence southerly by said
Next Saturday evening is the dat,
•» »
ftv 1350) fe^t to a noint. s«id poin‘ Creamer
Estate land about ninety (90)
RIGHT
WHITE
Pekin
ducks
and
drake.
will be eight other contestants also
children and Mr. and Mrs. Vernon of the annual meeting of the Baptist h^ng
norther1 v thirty-th-ee (33) feet at feet to a point, said point being thirty' Large as gee*** -all laying, also free setwinners in district contests. The Sensed history of their journeyings Achorn were visitors of Edward
-‘ght angles from about Station 871-1-45' three (33) feet distant southerly and at
Church ard parish. Supper will be thence
| ting cf duck’s eggs. $12 for lot. DR.
southeasterly concentric with right angles from about Station 897 4-65
prizes are $75 for first. $50 for sec- to and fro. Flora Colson described I Keating in Union Sunday,
SHERMAN. Rockland._____________ 51-53
served at 6, standard time. At 7 the
tbirtv-tbree ( 33) feet distant north- of the survey base line: thence north
ond and $25 for third.
tne events of the first two days landMr. and Mrs. Theodore Bradford business reports will be given and and
FOUR new. small row boats for sale.
-lv from a five degree (5°) curve of the westerly concentric with and thirtyIf you have a cottage to let or
FRANK FOSTER. South Thomaston.
* ’ “
ing the party safely in Washington.' attended
' officers elected. Chester Wyllie will urvev ba^e Une abo”t one hundred three 133 > feet distant from the survey
desire summer boarders advertise the
Tel. 647-4.____________ ___________ 48*a3
The awards in the recent essay
°
H J
'
.
.
a sister of Mrs. Bradford, in Waldo- act as moderator. Every one is urged ^<retv-fl’p (tosi f-rt to *» roint. said base line about two hundred sixty-five
fact ln this paper where thousands
u- nt being thirtv-three (33) feet north- (265) feet to a point, said point being
SEVEN ROOM house for sn’e corner
contest sponsored by the Garden Lucy Fiench described their visit to doro Thursday. They were accom- to attend
will »*ead of it
p-. te-’v a’ rlcht angles from Station thirty-three (33) feet distant at right
Pleasant St. and Camden road. Garage
various
points
of
interest,
including
|
panied
by
Mrs.
Vernon
Achorn.
a
Club have been announced. In the
73 39 3 of the sur'ev base Une: thence angles from Station 8954-08 7 ol the
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland, Me., for two cars; garden spot. F. C. ROB
The pastoral board of the Baptist ’Otith
tTvertv_p<n«» degrees *'*e minute' survey base line; thence north twenty- to rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully INSON. Rockport.
Junior High all the essays submitted the Zoo, where she confessed, they 1 niece of Mrs. Wallace.
47*52
Church met at the home of Mr. and
(S 29 -05’ E.) narallcl to and nine degrees five minutes west <N. 29'— furnished, electric lights., hot and cold
were declared to be of unusual merit, all liked the momiey now-e best. ‘ Members of the Auxiliary of Wil Mrs. Chester Wyllie Tuesday eve east
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This ls a Senior
■ ’rtv-*hree <33) feet distant northerly 05’ W.i parallel to and thirty-three (33) water. S. W. L.. 138 South Main St.
those by Thelma Whitehouse and
„
.
. „
.. iams-Brasier Post, A. L., are noti- ning. A letter to all members of the
the survev bese line about nine feet distant from the survey base line
40-tf . and is mechanically right. Looks and
——1 runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
Vernette Morgan standing first. In She mentioned especially what gcod . <jed that the council meeting will be church will be sent out by this board. v-p^M.' Hm^then^iou'theriv by“L°d about six hundred slxtv (660) feet to the
--------------------payment tafces it sea VIEW GA
easterly highway right of way
the junior English class, divisions sports the chaperones proved them- ] dejd at Damariscotta May 3. begin689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
All functions connected with the mu land ab-<nt, ntnetv .or.> f»pt tn - present
line: thence northerly by said present
46*56 P&R
one and two, first place went to selves to be, and said that the class ning at 1.30 p. m.
Baptist Church will he on standard ’ "It. *cld po'nt bring thirty-three (33) easterly highway righf of way line about
d’*tant sentherb’ at ri^ht angle* one hundred ten (110) feet to point of
Frank Harding with "high honor” felt that they were very fortunate in ! An exhibition baseball game was time unless otherwise designated.
CONFECTIONERY STORE and pool
about Station 883 85 of the sur- beginning The above described parcel
room, at Rankin block. Rockland, for
to Everett Frohock. Carolyn Mc having such jolly people accompany played on the stimpson grounds
Wiring and fixtures were completed
bn'p line: tbenee north twentv-nine
approximately 1.41 acres.
♦ - • •• • sale. Easy terms. Must be sold before
Allister, Carol Gardner, Robert them. Madeline Coffey told of the Wednesday between Thomaston and by Edwin Gammon at the Interme ’••Tees five minute* west (N. 29 —05' contains
Land of Burton R. Flanders
UNFURNISHED five room apartment ^*ay ’• APPly Ar PREMISES. 604 Main
tp p:id thirtv-th:
Allen and Mildred Sweeney. A tree trip to Lexington and Concord and Warren. There were five innings. diate school Monday and the chil
All that piece or p°rcei of land situ
-tant southerly f-om th* survey br.se ated in the town of Washington. Coun to let. with toilet, ample cioset room
made on
the I Kore Thomaston 18. Warren 10.
is to be presented by the club lo the impression
HUPMOBILE -1927 Sedan—Never able
dren and their teacher Mrs. Abbi.
”.e about one thousand twpntv-five ty of Knox and State of Maine bounded and stove. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel
45-tf to buy a car as good as this for only
each school in which a contest is students by the sight of the hun- J An event in Henry McDonald's life Newbeit are well pleased with the
156-W
025) feet to a point, said point being and described as follows, to wit:
held. These will be planted witii dreds of unemployed sitting all day | was a san down Georges River Wed result achieved, two-thirds of the th ’tv-three (33) feet distant soutlierlv
TWO NEATLY furnished rooms lor $75 down. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
Beginning at a point in line of land
right angle* from Station 873-* 3>? of Burton R Flanders and Wilbert D light housekeeping to let. Apply MAR Main St Phone 1250. Rockland.
appropriate ceremonies on Arbor on the benches in the park. Ken nesday in Joel Miller's canoe. It was money being earned by the school, u
46*56 P&R
•jf
the
s
”
r.ev
base
line:
thence
westerly
DrCoster, said point being thirty-three SHALL’S, 6 Willow St.
51*53
neth Orcutt described the Pan- Henry's first passage up and down
Day.
ORAY~MARINE MOTORS^ New Light
the rest donated by interested -nn"er»t’i^ with and thirty-three (33) (33) feet distant northerly and at right
American Building with the Portu- the Georges.
EIGHT ROOM apartment to let. all Four
fe- • d’^tant so’.’tber'v from a fl\e dq- angles from about Station 885-4-95 of tne
12-24 horsepower. $298. Other sizes
friends. Now all the village schools
chance to let rooms. 9 5 to 150
horse power. Complete line of
The assembly Wednesday morning 'parrots, in the patio
William Vinal is chauffeur for Mrs. are wired, thanks to the hearty co -ee (5 ) curve of the sur'ev bace l’rc above doc''r1bed survey base line; thence furnished;
vh^’it five hundred twentv-flve .525) south twenty-nine degrees five minutes UNION ST.______________________ 50'52 new motors at new low prices. Write us
Haskell
described
the
1
c
A
Leighton,
succeeding
Savward
was under the management of the
"
‘
re t to point, said point being thlrtv- east (S. 29 —05’ E.) parallel to and
for
Information.
A. L. ANDERSON. Box
operation
of
pupils,
parents
and
FIVE
ROOM
hou
e
and
garage
to
let
b n (331 fc't distant *ovthe’-lv at right thirtv-three (33) feet distant from said at 182 Broadwav. all modern. Tel. 949 9. Camden. Me.
Junior High School Press Club, as Senate Chamber but could not de- Hall.
45-65
friends.
I
scribe
the
Senate
as
all
they
saw
of
it
nTes
from
Station
8^8l
O
of
the
survey
50-52
sisted by Miss Nichols. Miss Ver- ! scriDe tne Senate as all they saw of it i Mr. and Mrs. William Feyler o
base line about nlnetv (90) feet WILLIAM R LUFKIN.
STUDEBAKER- 1926 Coach Must be
Sflndav
morning
at
the
Baptist
bn e ]ip«; thence northerly at right survey
to
the
present
westerly
highway
right
nette Morgan acted as chairman and t’as, a ,fe* of the Senators sitting at West Medwav. Mass., are guests of
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
Church the subject wili be. "The New '•lv'ea to the lest mentioned point of way line; thence southerly by said rooms
or single room to let. bath and SEA VIEW GARAGE 689 Main St.
Robert Hastings as stage manager. f'\elr de£!ts studying. He seemed a his brother James Feyler.
bout fen (’0) feet to noint of he^ln- □resent westerly highway right of way
Church
Year;
”
Sunday
school
and
46‘56P&R
garage,
all modern. For information see I Phone 1250. Rockland.
•vng.
The
above
described
parcel
conA one act farce "Wanted: A Male I Dlb surPrlsed at this as their chairs | Mr. and Mrs. Clifford S. Pillsbury. Bible class at 12 with the continu
Mne about forty (40) feet to land of HILL DANE. Tel 427.
49-tf
o 03 acres.
ESSEX 1927 Sedan—In good running
Wilb°rt D. DeCoster; thenre westerly by
Cook," was presented by the follow seemed to him better adapted for of Beverly. Mass., formerly of Thom- ance of the Red and Green Contest; L. ”d of Abner M. I’iH
FIVE ROOMS to let. ail modern, cen order. Will give someone a lot of eco
said DeCoster land about slxtv (80) feet
th*t piece or n«repi of land situ- thence northerly continuing by said De- trally located, garden and garage. MRS nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA
ing cast: Mr. Harwell (an old bach taklng a nap. He did notice however aston. anounce the marriage of their Christian Endeavor at 6; evening
•n
the
town
of
Wash
’
n^ton.
Countv
that
the
press
representatives
seemed
EVELYN
SNOW, 8 Green St.. Thomaston VIEV/ GARAGE. 639 Main St. Phone
daughter
Alvce
Marie,
to
Roy
Leslie
Coster
land
about
one
hundred
ten
elor), Carl Spear; Joshua Slocum
service, a union service at the Con ; Knox and State of Maine bounded (110) feet to point of beginning The
47-tf 1250. Rockland._________ 46*56 PacR
tfrom Union. Maine). Neil Little; to have the best seats of all the visit Maclntire of Peabody, Mass., April gregational Church, Rev, Howard A tnH rte«c*ibed as follows, to wit:
described parcel contains approxiONE ROOM and kitchenette to iet. "CHEVROLET 1930 Sedan -Paint and
Br’"’nnin^ af a point, in line of 1>nd j above
Teddy Ryan (native cf Ireland), Ed ors and suggested that John La- 18. in Elkton, Md.
ma‘e!v 0 10 acres.
Welch
the
speaker.
heated and lighted. $6 a week. V. F rubber in excellent condition. Splendid
'f Sidnev Fnrr.es and Abner M. Hili,
The third anniversary of federa
ward Haves' Francois (the French
^’°,u d_°n£;,da',occup)’ one of
And Whereas, said Commission ha.41 rtf motor, hot water heater, other acces
Mrs. Herbert Waltz visited hti
’d noint be’^g thirtv-three '33) fc-** 1 caused said land to be surveyed and a STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1030.
Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA
cook). Sterling Morse. An added these seats of the favored. Ruth tion was observed at the Federated sister Mrs. Olive Brasier in Thorna1
right
angles
from
FURNISHED tenement to let in La- sories.
7
'
BnK
“
'
s
I
description
and
plan
thereof
made
RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rock
ut Station 8,3 . 05 of the survey baEe | wjjlch description and plan are to be Rosa. Grove St. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
feature of the exercises was a read- Ferry described the thing which im- Church by two special services Sun ton. Sunday. Warren friends will b°
land.
___
__ _____________
41-tf
ne; t s'nrr 'iuith L^nty-nine degree., recorded In the Registry of Deeds of
ing “The Courtship of Larry O'Dee, ’ 2LCsscd her m°st as the theatre in day and a social gathering Tuesday interested to know that Mrs. Brasier
I: e minutes east (S. 29 -05 El para.-,
r-m.r.fv nf K^r.-r
ESSEX 1928 Sport Coupe—Exception
by Charlotte Mattatall.
Chinatown which has been made evening. Rev J W. Strout, under
UNFURNISHED
apartment
of
six
rooms
for a down payment of only
n Qbd t tlrty-three (331 feet di tant,
Now Therefore public notice Is hereby
lfct at 17 Warren St., good repair, ally good
over to serve as a refuge for the whose ministry the federation took has returned to her own home at el
the y’-ey ba:e l nc about elent-- |,tvcn o( the taking bv said Commission to
SPA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston, alter ironi
garage if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN $75
needy
instead
of
an
entrance
to
an
-e
,8,1
f
“
et
to
laud
of
Charts
,V
,
^e
abov«
described
land
for
the
layplace,
was
the
speaker
at
the
SunPhone
1250.
Rockland.__
PAtR
The minstrel show is to be repeat
a.,,
, ST. Tel. 577.
38-tf
spending several weeks at the horn
th**nce sn’-t.hprly hv *'»id Ever- 1 ing out. establishing
and opening of n i - .
-— ---------------- ——— ------- “"dahlias? 157"each different"and ’la
i,
ed Friday night, this time under the opiuni den. Horace Booth was most' day morning service. The social eve-,
ett land abo”t nirety <rO)*feet to a new highway as a State Highwav and
TWO
furnished
rooms
for
light
housey E
b ' oo?nt. said point being thirtv-three (33) that the Commi*sion and the County keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N beled. $125; 23 mixed, not labeled. $1.
auspices of the senior class, witn impressed by the Congressional Li- ning in general charge of Miss Mar- i
Postpaid in first three zones. MRS. A. I.
feet distant southerly cl
with its marvelous mural deco-1 garet Ruggles and Mrs. Richard El- [
a °*°Ken
an,?le^ I Commissioners of Knox County, acting SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
piactically the same cast that staged biary
Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens.
38-tf PERRY.
rations and space for 4.500.000 books Hot proved a very happy occasion, a ; Co^1’re“at^I°alS chtrch ^'ifi b- o i frrm about Station
2' or tne sur ev as a |Oin^ board, will meet all the own- !_____ _____
45*65
the big success last time, but with all
base line: th^n^e north twentv-nine de ers of said land, and all others Interested I five ROOM furnished apartment t< Hope.
alreadv
ha
,r
fiiiod
T
de
speeches
;
full
report
of
which
will
appear
in
’
°'
?
e
’
c
‘
onaI
unu.cn
will
be
oi
already
ha
’
’
f
filled,
gree' fi min’rtes west (N. 29 -05’ W’.» on said location in Washington on the |e^
new jokes. This is a golden oppor
good location, rent reasonable ~REO TRUCK-1927—Will do a lot of
daylight
time.
nara'lei
to
and
thirty-three
(33)
feet
day of May. 1932. at 9.30 o’clock ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Mall. St. Te work for someone. Small down payment
tunity fcr those who missed the fun were all brief and snappy and ; the next issue.
f-«m the survey bare line about 12th
in the forenoon for the purpose of view- i 77
40-tf of $50. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
At the church of St. John the Bap- j The Woman's Club will hold
before to hear and see one of the snowed
Pu-nds nad mads
ing the same and to ascertain and de- —-------------- —----------------- ■ —- -------- — Phone 12~»0. Rockland.________ 43*56 P&R
jolliest performances ever staged in ti,e
♦ ermine the damages sustained by ownTENEIlI5'rJ7Lo0
at
Mechanic st
PONTIAC—1927 Sedan -This car is in
e * of said land through which said Inquire of KIRvv
the auditorium.
-W.
49-tf exceptionally good condition and can be

In Everybody’s Column,; '"‘

At The High School i

• LOST AND FOUND ;

WANTED

’ Summer Cottages

TO LET

Judging by the good results in the
typewriting speed test given the
in time). Evensong and ser“last day of school" there is nothing buy so much with the dollar you change
mon at 7 p. m. Friday of this week.
anc^ wishing to help in lie
like the anticipation cf a pleasant haven’t got.—Eoston Herald.
Holy Eucharist at 8 a. m., Litany at i ^twities planned for the coming
J
.
.
. .
_
Vfar
SlQ
W II ac
ehorn in ifc
I 7 p. m. Saturday, preparation for ’ year as well as to share in its pleas
ures, will join at this time.
__ ____ _ ________
Dana Smith, Sr., goes Saturday to
be celebrated every Monday. New York from which port he will
sail, having employment on a boat.
p

WEEK END SPECIALS

'

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FULL FASHIONED

LADIES’ RAYON

HOSE, 39c pr

Underwear

Slightly irregulars
This is same number wc sold so
many on last sale

10c garment

Ladies’ Mesh Hose Ladies’ Cotton Hose
In all latest shades
A Wondfriul Value

Fine Quality
New Spring Shades

only 10c pr

15c pr

NEW LOT OF

Shrubs

CHILDREN’S

Shoes
will wear good

1.00 pr

Tennis Shoes
All Sizes

49c, 69c pr

and ROSE BUSHES

10c ea.
Lawn Rakes
10c ea.

MAY BASKETS, 2 for 5c; 5c and 10c each
Ladies' Fine Cotton Vests
25c
regular and outsize
Rayon Bloomers, pair
39c
Rayon Bloomers,extra size, 59c
Broadcloth Slips,
25c and 39c
Extra Sizes, each
39c
Nainsook Gowns, embroid
ered, each
25
Mens' Rayon Underwear,

Shirts and Shorts, each
Men's Dress Shirts, 49c and
Men’s Unionsuits, 29c, 39c,
Men’s Hose, pair
10c, 20c,
Children’s Su.’ts,
25c,
Children’s Dresses, 25c, 39c,
7 to 14 dresses
guaranteed fast colors
Best of material, each

25c
98c
49c
25c
50c
50c

spent by all. Mrs. Creighton serv'd
a delicious dinner and topped it with
------! birthday cake and icc cream. AU
Leroy Miller is making extensive j joined in wishing Mrs. Fuller many
repairs on his henhouse.
| more happy birthdays.
ROCKPORT
Mrs. Agnes Creighton entertained
Mrs. Ethel Griffin entertained
| a party of friends April 13 in honor relatives and friends April 16 at a
Miss Marion Weidman returned 3f Mrs. Nina Fuller's birthday annilaturday from a week's visit with , versary. Mrs. Fuller received many fine chicken dinner in honor of her
mether, Mrs. Lulie Ufford's birthday.
j gifts, and a very pleasant day was Mis. Uffoid received many gifts, let! ter ■■ cards and flowers, and two
Mrs. Leola Mann and Miss Marion

All services are on daylight

Dresses,
25c and 50<
Hose, pair
10c, 20< >
Rubber Pants,
10«
Crib Sheets,
10c, 25<
Bonnets,
25<

Cretonnes, yard
Percales, yard
Curtain Material, yard
Crashes, yard
Large Turkish Towels,each

Mrs. L. E. Mann, who will visit in
Massachusetts before going to York
each for the summer.
The big entertainment by pupils of |
tlie grammar school takes place Fri
day evening at Town hall. The ad
vance sale of tickets bespeaks for it
financial success and the carefully !
trained cast assures its success in ,
an entertaining way. Two short
plays orecede the feature play “Beads '
on a String." Each pupil will be seen
in some part of the program and ,
some will appear twice. ’
Elmer Crockett, George Crockett j
and Miss Helen Crockett left Tues
day morning by motor for a visit with
their uncle and aunt Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer E. Matthews at Wilkesbarre,
Penn.
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Crockett and !
son Carlton of Portland were over
night guests Tuesday at the home of
his brother William M. Crockett, j
Russell avenue. They came to at- i
tend the funeral of their sister-in- ■
law. Mrs. Mark Crockett, in Rock "X TO wonder you’re always tired! The
land.
IN hard work you do on Mondays is
The song. “When Summer Comes enough to wear you out for the rest of
to Maine Again,” composed by Mrs. the week. And it’s all so unnecessary!
Blanche Heald Ellsworth, will be You can get whiter, brighter clothes
dcast Friday evening about 7 1 just by soaking them in Rinso suds."
o’clock over Station WLBZ, Bangor
No more washboards
by Joe Packard of Chandler's Trou- ,
Millions of women have said goodbye
badours.

Save your strength
— and get a
whiter wash, too!

1.00

10c
10c
10c
10c
10c

E. B. CROCKETT 5c & 10c to $1.00 STORE
A Home Owned Store With Chain Store Prices
ROCKLAND, MAINE

UNION

YOU'RE SO UP-TO-DATE IN OTHER
, THINGS, I CAN’T UNDERSTAND
)
WHY YOU STILL
SCRUB CLOTHES

PLEASANT POINT
Infants'
Infants'
Infants’
Infants’
Infants’

tv of K’.o" and St ‘c of Main^ bounded
and described as follows to wit;
Beginrln'’ at a point in line of land of
Wilbert D DeCoster and Charles V/ Ever
ett said noint being a’ about Station
885 i-10
the above described survey
base Hne; thence easterly by said Ever
ett land about eighty <80• feet to land,

Miss Pauline White of Houlton
Mrs. Olive Stone has returned home
from Thomaston where she spent the
winter with her daughter Mrs. O. W.
Creamer.
Several from this place attended
the high school play in Watts hall,
Thomaston, last week.
Miss Dorothy Davol of Somerville,
Mass., spent the weekend at the Da31 cottage.
Mrs. A. T. Seavey is spending a few
! days with Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Seavey
1 in Camden.

to washboards. Rinso saves scrubbing
—saves the clothes. It gets clothes so
white, even boiling isn't needed.

Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as
much suds as lightweight, puffed up
soaps. Creamy, lasting, suds. Safeforfinest
linens — washable colored things, too.

The makers of 40 famous washers
recommend
Rinso. It's
wonderful for
dishwashing,
too. Get the
BIG package
L
today.

MILLIONS USE RINSO
in tub, washer and dishpan

Main st- TeL 8<4‘
had for a down payment of $50 SEA
TO LET -5-room flat, all modern. X VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT 1250, Rockland
46*56 P&R
240 Broadway
4O'tf' BUICK—1926 Coach You can’t wear
HOUSE ot 6 rooms to let. tuie cellar out this type of car and the down paytoilet, electricity, gas and turnaee; extrt m?nt Is only $45. SEA vIEW GARAGE.
large veranda, large sard Adults onlv 689 Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
40-tf,
46*56 P&R
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres.
able for family of two or three, at H Thodern buildings, pasture land. hay.
Summer St. Apply to MR8. FROS’l apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
Tel. 318-V .
40-tf MRS. H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
• St.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
HO-tf
•
SEVEN-ROOM"hoy-e for .sale. bath.line
‘ cellar, barn. 24 acre field. Oliver St.,
,
mile from postoffice. Quick sale
$2500
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
• Tel. 1080.
40-tl
DRY FITTED hfrd wood, under cover
TRUCKING crushed rock. 50 cents ton. $10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON. West
Moving $1 hour. Hard coal $13.50. J B Rockport. Tel. 8011 Canid cr..
40-tf
PAULSEN.. Tel. Thomaston 84-2
49*51
^MATINICUS AND CRIEHAVEN mails! LADIES -Reliable bair gooas at Rockbeginning May 1 will leave Rockland at land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
6.30 standard time, Tuesdays, Thursdays wilclted. H. C. RHODES Tel. 519-J.
and Saturdays.___________________ 51*53 '_________________________________ 40-tf

highway passes.
I
FRANK A. PEABODY
WILLIS E. SWIFT
Maine State Highway Commission. |
Personallv appeared the above named
Frank A. Peabody and Willis E. Swift.
and acknow'cdged the above instrument
to be their free act and deed.
ELOISE LAWRENCE
Justice of the Peace.
Dated. Augusta. Maine. April 21. 1932
51-lt

birthday cakes graced the table. Best
of all when the train arrived Mrs.
Uffcrd's eldest daughter Mrs. Lila
Eurrill of New York walked in and
gave them all a big surprise. Mrs.
Burrill will visit her mother and sis
ter for a few weeks.

MISCELLANEOUS

And 1932 certainly looks like a big
.year for the treaty-repair shops.—
Judge.

WILLOW STREET MARKET
FRIDAY & SATURDAY SPECIALS
Fancy Large Fowl............................................ lb

.24

Pot Roact ............................. .
lb .15, .20, .25
Cube Steak...................................................2 lbs .35
Vca! Chops....................................................... Ib .23
Cornsd Beef ................... lb .06, .10, .12, .15

Nice Prunes ................................................ 2 lbs

.25

3 Packages Macaroni ...............................................25
3 Packages P!ee-zing Salt........................................ 25

Fancy Dried Peaches................................... 2 lbs .25
Yei’cw Eye Beans .......................................... qt .09
Pea Beans............................................................. qt .09
Red Ox Sardines............................................... can .10
Dandelion Greens
Spinach
Lettuce
Asparagus
Green Peas
Cukes
New Cabbage, Beets and Carrots, Celery, Tomatoes
Cream, Olive Pimento, Relish Cream, Pineapple
Cream and Plain Cottage Cheese

MRS. SABIN’S BEANS, BROWN BREAD AND
ROLLS from 3.30 to 6.00 SATURDAY
FREE DELIVERY
WILLOW STREET MARKET, TEL. 1230

|
!
!
I

AND CBMENT work. “llRt j
walls built and repairea. all kinrts ot
lawn work. BENJAMIN KNOWLTON, 54
Brewster St. Tel. 608-W.__________ 49-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times <
Pronipt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO !
40-tl
FOR PAINTING, paper hanging and
celling work call VAN E. RUSSELL. 7
Bunker St. Tel. 1063-W.
4S-51
LAWN~M6WER SHARPENING ls a 4
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
Main St., Rockland.
40-tf
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric
Floor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at
moderate cost for your spring cleaning
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri
cians. Phone 721. 442 Main St. Oppo
site C. M. P. Co. office
40-tf
HARNESS and leather goods, also re
pairing. JAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St.,
nnn f'vot
St
1
WHEN IN PORl’LANU—Yuu
...
uf me Courier-Gazette, with th»
borne news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381V- Con
stress St.

WHEN IN BOSTON—You can DuJ
JOpleb of The Courier-Gazette, with thaome news, at the Old Sc util News
Agency, Washington St., next Old Sotith
Church; also at M. Andaman's, 284 Tre”ln'”

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!
Keys made to order. Keys maae
to fit locks when original keys are
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
books provide keys for all locks
without bother.
Scissors and
Knives Sharpened.
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices

Grie Hardware Co.
408 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 791
BB-tf

*•**•**♦••••••••••••••♦••♦••♦••»• ^* *•**•* sB

EGGS AND CHICKS!
QUALITY CHICKS, State tested R I
Reds and Barbed Plymouth Rocks. Order
early and get the benefit of these extra
low prices as the quantity is limited; $13
per 100; $60 per 500 and $110 ner 1000
All charges prepaid. V. R. WOODMAN.
Winterport Me. Jjel. 46-13.________ 41*52
WYLLIE’S STRAIN 8. C. Reds. We
will deliver your chix by parcel post or
truck for $15 per hundred for Mav.
State accredited for white diarrohea. F
H WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston. Me.
Route 1.__________________________ 50-tf
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatching
eggs. Accredited stock $15 per 100. E.
C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
ren.
40-vf

POULTRYMEN,
ATTENTION!
Now is the timc to cull your flocks.
With the low price of eggs you can't
afford to keep “boarders.”

I’or highrst prices call or write

COHEN BROTHERS
PHONE 2-3, W ARREN

Trucks will be in Warren all
winter
9Th-tf

F(J\n^LS[RVICI
Jl

[

USED

an -^Kthat count^f//

CARS
SEA MEW GARAGE, Inc.
B89 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL. 125C
58-tf

► EMBALMING 4
MOTOR AMBUIANU
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, nil.
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OUR 4th ANNIVERSARY SALE
Now is the Time of Your Life to Buy Furniture—at Prices Lower Than Ever
- TEN DAYS ONLY

-

Friday, April 29th, Marks the Greatest Slaughter in Furniture Ever Seen in Rockland
Prices You Will Never Forget

Come and See for Yourselves

—

CASH DOES WONDERS

t

PHONE 1154

STUDLEY’S

Rev. and Mrs. Walter Fickett of
, Woodfords were recent guests of Mr.
j end Mrs. Ralph Conant, Camden
! street, motoring here with Mr. and
Mrs. Chauncey Stuart of Kennebunk
; on their way to Camden for a short
visit with relatives.

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ......................... 770 or 794-W

Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills have re
turned from a 10-days’ vacation trip
during which they visited relatives
and friends in Gloucester, Medford
and Somerville, Mass. On their way
home, and while visiting friends in
Portland, they were called back to
Gloucester by the sudden death of
Mrs. Mills’ nephew, John Edward
Enos Jr., a 19-ycar-old youth ot
much promise.

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence who
have been at their winter home in
Cocoanut Grove, Fla., for several
months, are Northward bound, mak
ing a leisurely trip to visit along the
Mrs. John H. McLoon goes tomor
way, and expecting to arrive here
row to Portland to be the guest of her
about May 3.
sister. Mrs. Merrill A. Hay for a few
days cn her way to Boston to visit
Mrs. Peter T. Johnson and family her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H, N. Mc
have returned from West Scarboro Dougall.
where they visited relatives during
the school vacation. They were ac
Mrs. Lucius York and Mrs. Austin
companied by Mrs. Albert Hays and Brewer will be in charge of the bridge
son Albert who had been guests of party at the BPW rooms this evening.
Mrs. Hays' father, Edward LeFcvre,
in Portland,
Mrs. Delia York entertained the
F.&F. Club Friday afternoon, honors
‘Mrs. Fred T. Veazie is entertaining going to Mrs. Willis Anderson, Miss
the Thursday Auction Club at dinner Mary Sylvester and Mrs. Emma
Douglas.
at her home on Shaw avenue.

( or Terms May Be Arranged )

Mr. and Mrs. Sherwin Forbus gave
a bridge party Saturday evening,
their guests being Mr. and Mrs. Karl
G’Brien, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Chap
man, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fredettc,
Miss Jessie Aylward and Ernest
Bearse. Prizes were carried off by
Mrs. Chapman, Mr. Bearse, Mrs.
John O. Stevens has returned from Fredette and Mr. Chapman.
a business trip to New York.
Henry Towle, chief clerk of tlie
Mrs. Julia A. Barker of Augusta Department of Maine, G.A.R., who
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. has been in the city making plans
Ray Green of Owl's Head.
for the State convention in June,
attended the meeting of Fales Circle.
The death of Mrs. Francis Kennedy Ladies of the G.A.R. and was guest
occurred in Fall River, Mass., April of honor at supper yesterday.
25. Mrs. Kennedy will be remem
bered by older residents of this city as
Miss Flora M. Hamlin entertained
Clementine McAllister.
Obituary Monday evening at her home in ob
mention deferred.
servance of her birthday. The eve
ning was spent at cards and games.
The Woman's Educational Club Miss Hamlin was the recipient oi
will hold its 12th anniversary ban some delightful gifts.
quet May 6 at the Universalist ves- ,
, try. All members who have not been Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood
solicited are asked to attend and were in Union Tuesday evening
j pay for supper. Mrs. Minnie Miles where they were guests of honor at
■ is chairman.
a George Washington bi-centennial
banquet given by the Community
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cummings Club. ' Mrs. Ellingwood as chairman
and children William and Myron, of tne ninth distiict of the Maine
were in Portland Saturday to attend Federation of Women’s Clubs gave
the harmonica contest in which their an address on “Federation Activi
son William took part. They were ties.”
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Crowell
in South Portland, returning Sun
MRS. SANBORN’S PUPILS
day.

Les Bijous met Monday evening
Maxwell Ames has returned from
The ladies of St. Peter's Church are a week’s stay at Swan's Island where with Mrs. Raymond E. Thompson,
to give a public bridge party Wed he was the guest of his parents. Mr. j Broad street. Prize night was ob
nesday evening at The Thorndike
served, first choice going to Miss
grill, with playing to begin at 8 [ and Mrs. Cheever Ames.
Susan Spear.
oclock. There will be several at
Dr. Lillian Gilbreth. National Retractive prizes. Reservations may be I starch Chairman, has been secured
The Outing Club had luncheon at
arranged with any one of the com ] as the National speaker for the an- Mrs. Edith Jones’ yesterday witn
mittee, Mrs. Thomas Foley. Mrs. Roy ; nual convention of the Federation of Mrs. Zebedee Simmons and Mrs. A.
Estes, Mrs. George Avery, Mrs. Law Business and Professional Women’s H. Jones as hostesses. Mrs. Frank
rence Barbour, Mrs. Josephine Perry I Clubs of Maine, to be held in Port- | Bridges of Swan’s Island was a speand Mrs. George B. Davis.
i land May 20 and 21. The purpose of j cial guest. •
the convention is to receive and act
Richard Ellingwood was the guest
Mrs. Hattie Davies was hostess to upon the reports of officers, boards cf
the E.F.A. Club yesterday afternoon directors, executive committee and of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stickney in
at bridge and buffet lunch.
committee chairman, to nominate Belmont, Mass., during the school
and elect officers for- the ensuing vacation.
Mrs. A. A. Troy and three children I vear; to act upon the proposed revi
Miss Hazel Marshall gave a bridge
who have been visiting relatives in sion <corrections! of the new State
Boston and vicinity, have returned | Constitution and By-laws and to luncheon last evening at her home
home, accompanied by Mrs. Troy's build a program for the ensuing year. on North Main street. There were
two tables and honors were won by
sister, Mrs. Alice Shanahan, and her
son Robert, of Roslindale, Mass.
Mrs. Parker Worrcy and son Park Mrs. Leland Drinkwater, Mrs. Her
er, have returned from Bath, where bert Curtis and Mrs. A. R. Havener.
The Chummy Club met Tuesday they were guests last week of Mr. and
evening with Mrs. Velma Marsii, j Mrs. Herbert Worrcy. Mr. Worrey
Mrs. Frank Bridges of Swan's
Eroad street. Mrs. E. W. Freeman joined them there for the weekend.
Lsland is the guest of Mrs. G. K.
and Mrs. N. L. Witham carried of”
Mayo, Masonic street.
honors in bridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Harding of
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Morse and son
Washington, D. C„ and C. M. Free
Mrs. A. J. Murray entertained at man of Belfast were Tuesday guests Sterling spent last week in Boston
sewing Tuesday evening at her home of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Harmon, Main as guests of Dr. and Mrs. W. E.
j Buck. While there Mr. Morse at
on Talbot avenue.
street.
tended the Aleppo Shrine ceremonial
Mrs. J. F. Burgess entertained at
The Browne Club meets tomorrow at Mechanics Building.
bridge Tuesday evening with two evening
_____ at the home of Mrs. Richard
Mrs. Gladys Buzzell of Thomas
tables and Mrs. S. E. Willard and cooth, 119 Limerock street.
Miss Margaret Hannegan, R. N., as
ton was hostess to the Moonlight
special guests. Honors were won by
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Ludwick are Auctioneers last evening at luncheon.
Mrs. Donald Perry and Miss Hanne guests of Mr. and Mrs. Adriel Lin Honors were won by Miss Lenore
Benner, Mrs. Marion Vinal, Mrs.
gan.
scott in Washington for the week.
Ethel Sukeforth and Miss Gladys
Mrs. Orrin Smith of Ocean avenue
Bowen.
Mrs.
Lucius
York,
Mrs.
Henry
was hostess to the Hatetoquitit Club
Jordan. Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Mrs.
Tuesday evening.
Universalist ladies who are inter
I. Leslie Cross and Mrs. Evie Perry ested in sewing on the robes for the
Mrs. Herman Hall who underwent carried off honors at the bridge party Junioi Choir are asked to meet with
a serious operation at Knox Hospital given Tuesday evening under the Mrs. Ava Lawry at the Copper Ket
about a month ago has returned to auspices of the Auxiliary of Sons of tle tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Union Veterans, with Mrs. Mabel
her home in Dark Harbor.
Beaton as hostess. There were five
The bridge party given at the Cop
Lady Knox Chapter. DAJt. tables.
per Kettle last evening by the Forty
meets Monday afternoon at 2.30 at
Club with John H. McLoon as chaff'Harrison Dow Jr. visited Mr. and man proved a very enjoyable affair.
the home of Mrs. Ella Buffum. Grove
street, with Mrs. Lucie Walsh and Mrs. Adriel Linscott in Washington Honors were won by Mrs. Donald
Mrs. Mary Southard as assisting during the school vacation.
Leach. Miss Jeannette Smith, Mrs.
hostesses. This will be the annual
Everett Munsey. Mrs. Harold E. Jackmeeting.
Mrs. Hattie Hail and daughter son, Mrs. Harry Berman. Mrs. T. C.
Biilee of Belfast were guests for the Stone, Mrs. John H. McLoon, E. W.
Rev. George H. Welch hiotors to weekend of Mr. and Mrs. "Dardy" Peaslce, Herold E Jackson. Richard
Auburn tomorrow accompanied by Rackliffe.
Reed, T. C. Stone, Harry Berman,
Mrs. Raymond Cross, Miss Neva Dyer.
' Donald Leach, Dr. R. L. Stratton,
Miss Evelyn Sherer and Miss Gert
The Itooevik Club met Tuesday j Benjamin Dowling, and Mr. Harris.
rude Blackington, to attend the State afternoon at the home of Mrs. H. P.
convention of the Y.P.C.U., conven Blodgett for relief sewing, and to
ing there Friday to Sunday.
work on the afghan the club is knit
FRIDAY ONLY
April 23, Mrs. Elmer Holbrook and ting for the Veteran's Hospital. At
Laura LaPlante ar.d
son-in-law Frank Thompson of 6 the members were joined by their
Matinicus were happily surprised,a’. husbands for supper in the Under
croft
of
St.
Peter's
Church
served
by
Mrs. Holbrook's home on Old Coun
Alan Hale in
ty road, when friends and relatives I the Girls’ Friendly Society, Miss
Margaret
Buttomer,
director.
Pussy
gathered to celebrate her 67th and
“THE SEA GHOST”
his 50th birthday. Two birthday willows and jonquils were effectively
cakes and a very beautiful basket of used, and with dainty table appoint
fruit from W. A. Stanley and family ments and lighted candles made an
ON OUR STAGE
attracted much attention. Mrs. Hol attractive scene. The decorations
brook's cake was made by her daugh were under the supervision of Mrs.
ACTS
ter, Mrs. Sidney Stinson and Mr. Arthur Wisner. The evening ended
Bigger and Better
with
bridge
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Thompson's by his niece, Miss Mary
R. K. O.
Holbrook. Many other presents wire [ Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Shaw avenue,
also received. The guests were Mr honors being won by Mrs. E. C. Boody
VAUDEVILLE
and Mrs. Elmer Holbrook, W. A. Jr. and Sumner Perry. Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hol Clarence Munsey were special guests.
TODAY
brook, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson
Let People's Laundry help with
and son Lermon, Miss Daisy Stanley.
WILL ROGERS in
Lester Dow. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney your house cleaning. Send them
“
BUSINESS
AND PLEASURE"
your
quilts,
rugs,
blankets,
pillows
Stinson and son Sidney Jr., and Miss
and curtains. Phone 170.
49-51
Mary Holbrook.
\

Enjoy the Term’s Social Hour—
Awards Made In Two Groups

About 40 boys and girls were pres
ent at the home of Ruth E. Sanborn
for the term's social hour Wednes
day afternoon. Each child contribut
ed a current event which led to dis
cussion of Lily Pons, Toscanini, the
Philharmonic Sjmiphony Orchestra,
Fritz Kreisler, Lawrence Tibbett,
Walter Damrosch and others. Mrs.
Sanborn played for music memory
notation. Hark. Hark the Lark, Schu
bert-Liszt: Etincellcs (Sparksi Moszkowski; The Eagle, To a Wild Rose,
and Witches Dance, MacDowell.
The girls’ solo group was preceded
by a very noteworthy paper, on Ed
ward MacDowell prepared by Miss
Dorothy Frost. Solo performances
were judged by the students thus:
Ruth Witham and Gwendolyn Ruben^ein , tying with score of 11
points; Dorothy Frost, 10; Barbara
Derry, 9; Mary Havener, 8; honorable
mention, Marian Harvey, June
Chatto , Virginia Haskell, Eleanor
Barnard. Lolita Knight, Doris Gatti,
Dora Freeman. *
The boys’ group was preceded by a
paper on the development of the
piano through stages of the mono
chord 'dated 1100) clavichord (1440',
the spinet, 16th to 18th century, the
harpischord. used by Handel, Bach
and Mozart (1640); and the piano
forte which made its appearance
about 1700—and since developed
through stages of the square, upright,
and grand pianos of today. Solo per
formances of the boys’ group were
judged thus: Dudley Harvey 8; Jack
Huke and Bill Cummings, 5; Edward
Storer, Alfred Chapman , Clarence
deRochemont, Ritchie Linnell, Bill
Bicknell and Dick Fisher, honorable
mention.
Members of the club pledged their
loyalty to individual effort for the
ensuing term which closes in June,
Plans for scrapbooks are underway
(which may be entereij in National
Contest) and the hymn contest which
takes pla os May 28 in P.ortland with
its award of two ten-dollar prizes was
discussed.
The afternoon’s close
brought refreshments, with Miss
Ruth Witham and Miss June Chatto
as hostesses. The prize awards for
most hours of preparation for the
term were won by Ruth Witham and
Ritchie Linnell. The next social hour
will be held in June.

SATURDAY

’

GLAMOROUS
GRIPPING

GREAT!
A Super Thriller wit ha romance
that is powerfully p’-.yed

TIM McCOY
in

“THE
FIGHTING FOOL”
Marceline Day

PAR
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. Marguerite Harris and son
Dicky were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Rackliff.
The dance held in Community hall
Saturday night for the benefit of
the Spruce Head baseball team was
well patronized and a good time en
joyed. There will be another next
Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland
and W. O. Mann of Concord, N. H.,
were ca’lling on friends in this place
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Harvey and
family of Rockland called on rcla..ves here Sunday.
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater and son
Walter are spending the week with
Mrs. Marguerite Harris in Rockland.
Lionel Carr is a frequent visitor on
White Head. He enjoys calling on
the boys at the station and in the
tower.
Mi'.ledgc Randall of the White
Head Coast Guard returned Tuesday
to the station after a 48-hour leave
spent at his home here.
Mrs. Raymond Rackliff, Mrs.
Charles Burke and Mrs. Henry York
were in Rockland Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Shea are in
town for the week, getting their
house in readiness to return here for
the summer.
Mrs. Clarence Carr spent Tuesday
:vening with her parents in RockporL
The ball game played Sunday by
the Spruce Head and White Head
teams was a good one. It was the
first game of the season for the
Spiuce Head team and the score
10-7 in favor of Spruce Head.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

61 PARK ST.

PORT CLYDE

by communion; evening service at
7.30.

At the Port Clyde Baptist chapei,
Rev. Milton R. Kerr pastor, the houis
But if an infant can't think, why
ot services will be changed next
Sunday as follows: Sunday School at doc 3 it yell the moment it sees the
8.45 a. m.; morning worship at 9.30, kind of world it is in?—Jersey City
subject, "Wonderful Jesus.” followed Journal.
—i i -i

MARTINSVILLE
At the Martinsville and Glenmcre
Baptist Church, Rev. Milton R.
Kerr, pastor: Morning worship at
, 10.45, subject, "Wonderful Jesus,
Sunday School at 11.45 a. m; evening
I service at 7 p. m.

Salada Brown Label
Orange Pekoe and Pekoe

35° half

Ib.

"SALMA"
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens”
358

S69 MAIN
STREET

Cutlers

Smart New
ROCKLAND
MAINE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.3i
V M , Stonington 6.25. North Havpn 7 25
Vlnalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
and about 9.30.
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
Vlnalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan'*
(eland about 6 00 P. M.
B. H. STINSON, uenerai Agent.

COATS
For Misses
$125°

SATURDAY ONLY

Youthful Ladies’

read'll- talk about it- /
Be sure to see it /
on the screen /

COATS
Sport or Dress

TREW!DtlVBiOT®SW

Slenderizing

COATS
For the Larger Miss

or Women

$Jg.5O
a«4MAE CLARKE

Others in all sizes
$9-50 to $34.00
THE GREATEST ASSORTMENT OF

UNA MERKEL

-vd

JOHN HALLIDAY
^/ANDY DEVINE

SPRING COA TS

Based on the note: btP"

DONALD HENDERSON CLAPKI
Au.ho,

of " MILLIE'1-.,^"KXIIS eSRRETK

mm. JAMES
WHALE

A UMIV.R

A'1'"’

ON OUR RACKS AWAITING YOUR INSPECTION

Produced bu

CAOl IAJMMLCJR

TODAY AND TOMORROW
“GIRL CRAZY"
with
WHEELER & WOOLSEY

AT

Cutler:

A Paramount Publix Theatre

S3T0SAIW
Shows at 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Continuous Saturday
Daylight Saving Time

NEXT TO TRAINER’S RESTAURANT

t
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PRESIDENT’S ANNIVERSARY SALE

ML
L'V-’i

Offering Values Never Before Equalled In Rockland
Style, Quality, Dependable Merchandise at Prices to Meet the Public Demand

n
i

FRIDAY: Double Stamps will be given on all purchases from 9 A. M to 12.30
P. M. Beautiful alarm clocks will be placed in various parts of our store and at
several times between 12.30 and 5.30 P. M. some one of these alarm clocks will
ring. The customer who is nearest the clock when it rings will become the own
er of the clock.

«aai

b

w,

ii

A

Double Stamps on all purchases made in our

SATURDAY—MEN’S DAY:

men’s department on Saturday Only.

Attractive and useful souvenirs will be

given our customers all day Saturday.

Special souvenirs to kiddies.

JUST 10 SAMPLE
MARINETTE

NOVELTY COTTON

DRESS GOODS
10c yd.
Printed Broadcloths
Printed Piques
Novelty Suitings
Printed Voiles
36 and 39 inches wide

ft

--------------- SATURDAY 7.

FRIDAY

I

L..... .... 1

New Spring and Summer

KNITTED DRESSES AND
SUITS
$10.75

COATS

DRESSES

s

Values to 35.00
SATURDAY SPECIAL

FRIDAY SPECIAL

9 A. M. to 10 A. M.

A. B. C. PERCALES
10c yd.
GIRLS’ DRESSES,

New Polo Coats
New Spring Coats
Fur Trimmed Coats

New Arrival of
Spring & Sum
mer Dresses

9 A.M. to 10 A.M.

1.00

GIRLS’ KNITTED
DRESSES, 68c
Sizes 8 to 14

An Outstanding Value

SPRING AND SUMMER COATS

NEW SILK CREPES

In New Rough Cloths Fashioned in the

NEW SILK PRINTS

Latest Styles

SPORT BLOUSES,

—Sizes 8 to 1 4

1.33

MEN’S COLLARS
Soft or Semi-Soft

2 for 25c

MISSES’ AND WOMEN’S
EXTRA AND HALF SIZES

GIRLS’ SPORT
SKIRTS,
1.00

as

SILK AND COTTON

An Assortment of

That Make This

Guaranteed Not To Fade

CHILDREN’S GOLF
HOSE
19c

1.00

MEN’S SHIRTS,
Without Collars.

aw

Odd Sizes

I
BATES STREET

Headquarters for

GiRLS’ OUTING TOGS,
SHORTS, 50c

Headquarters for

Reduced Dresses

S. & H.

GREEN

With or Without Collars
Attached

3.77

DISCOUNT

1-2 Price

Values to 9.50

STAMPS

GREEN

AND BLOOMERS

FRIDAY SPECIAL

DISCOUNT

7.95

STAMPS

Values to 16.50

I

MEN’S SHIRTS

S. & H.

SATURDAY SPECIAL

12 NOON to 1 P. M.

31
H
P

JERGEN BATH SOAP
5c Cake

11 A. M. to 12 NOON

NEW LINEN

Silk Hosiery

STREET

1 5c size

FROCKS

MATTRESS PADS, 1.38

88c

All Sizes
J?

4 POUND ALL WOOL

CAMP BLANKET,

2.39

Pastel Shades
Hemstitching
Short Sleeves
All Sizes

Grey Only

aft

ENTIRE STOCK OF ALL
WOOL

® BLANKETS,

1-3 Ofi

NEW PRINTED

FRIDAY SPECIAL

Sizes 8>/2 to 10’/2

Guaranteed Fast Colors

FLOWER POTS

MEN’S ATHLETIC

22c

SHIRTS AND SHORTS

New Stone Pottery

Striped or Plain Broadcloth, Combed Yarn Shirts

Black Sateen
For Gym Wear

GOLF SWEATERS
Black, Tan, Blue, Maroon Slip-on Model

$2.77

1

1.00
Sizes 3 to 6

MEN’S BROADCLOTH

PAJAMAS
Summer Styles, Plain Colors or Fancy Stripes

$1.00

Brim Models

GEORGETTES,

Milan Hemp
z
Some with Veils

ODD LOTS OF MERCHANDISE TAKEN FROM ALL PARTS
• OF THE STORE AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

All Winter Underwear

SATURDAY SPECIAL
6 P. M. to 7 P. M.

CANDY
2 lbs. for 1.00

w
I!

MUNS1NGWEAR

UNDERWEAR

1-3 Off
For Men, Women and
Children

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
ii

S&H

- ’-il-?

»

In Black hnd White Box

MEN’S, WOMEN’S AND CHILDREN’S

1-3 to 1-2 Off Regular Prices

1.00 yd.

Plain Colors
39 in. wide

Do Not Fail To Visit Our Store and Register Your Guess In Our “MISS THRIFT GUESSING CONTEST.” All Guessing Absolutely Free. Beautiful and
Valuable Gifts Awarded Winners Are Now On Display In Our Store Window. Contest Ends Saturday, April 30th. Winners Will Be Announced In
Our Store Saturday, April 30th, at 4 P. M. By His Honor, Charles M. Richardson, Mayor of Rockland.
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39 in. wide

Imported—All Colors

BARGAIN BASEMENT

DRESS AND DOLL SETS
For Children

Rough Straw

VISIT OUR

44c

GIRLS’ BLOOMERS, 25c
MEN’S ALL WOOL

New Shipment Just Arrived
Crochet Visca

New Spring Shades
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40 in. ORGANDIES
25c yd.

Full Fashioned

97c

5 P. M. to 6 P. M.

Pastel Shade.

Service Weight

NET AND LACE HOSE
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ALL SILK CREPES
1.00 yd.

Sheer Chiffon

HOUSE DRESSES
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YARDLEY’S
TOILET GOODS
15% Off
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